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The grace of a city is excellence of its men, of a body beauty, 

of a mind wisdom, of a speech truth. 

-Gorgias of Leontini 

8 

For a very long time-blame Plato-rhetoric and knowing were anti
thetical. Not anymore. 

Especially in t he last decade of the last century, rhetoric and knowing 
have moved into closer and closer alignment. More correctly: They have 
moved back into closer alignment. Plato, the Great Satan of their dis
union, drove them so far apart that even when his epistemic alternative 
collapsed, they remained profoundly alienated. Even now, tliere are 
various backlashes, boredoms, and dogmas that repudiate the realign
ment. But they have come back into the same compass, a situation that 
is ( I) the most important development over the last thirty years in the 
twinned fields, rhetorical theory and rhetorical criticism, and (2) in 
happy synchronicity with the most important general development in 
human inquiry over the same period, the remarkable growth of cogni
tive science. 

The initial rhetoric/knowing alignment-the one associated with Si
ciliall anel Thracian and Athenian thinkers like Empeelokles, Gorgias, 
and Prot agoras-was speculative. It came from the hopeful, experimen
tal application of poetic language in arguments addressed to questions 
provoked by the impingements of reality. The current alignment results 
from the manifold inadequacies of the alternate epistemic programs in 
the subsequent twenty-five hundred years, including the excruciatingly 
thorough and dedicated attempts by philosophers since the enlighten
ment to drive language to the peripheries of knowledge making in sci
ence, overwhelmingly the most successful epistemic engine we have. 

In the theory shop, the realignment of rhetoric and knowing began 
with the rhetoric-as-epistemic conversation opened by Robert Scott in 
the late 1960s. Scott (1967) offered "that truth can arise only from co
operative critical inquiry," h-om rhetoric (p. 9). He probed issues of be
lief and knowledge and argumentation until the only certainty seemed 
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to be uncertainty and the dominant ways of mitigating uncertainty were 
rhetorical. He noticed what Gorgias noticed: that truth is a product of 
discourse, not a substance added to it The grace o[ a cit y might change 
as excellent men die, are raised up within it, or immigrate. But the men 

are not other than the city; they are constituents of the city. The grace 
of a body might change with age, exercise, diet, disease, hut beauty is a 

manifestation of the body, not a property overlaid upon it. The wisdom 
of a mind might change with age, exercise, diet, disease, reading, living, 
failing, succeeding, but wisclom is not something plopped into a mind; 
it is an emanation of mind. Truth is oflanguage, not in language. Scott, 
in attending to this rediscovery, had many respondents and allies, who 
in turn had respondents and allies; talk of rhetoric and knowing domi

nated theory through the Ig80s. 
In the criticism shop, the realignment of rhetoric and knowing draws 

its richest sustenance from the movement labeled by Philip Wander's 

(Ig76) "The Rhetoric of Science." Wancler's proposal was that the phe
nomenal penetration of science into all the recesses of modern life, and 

especially into the public sphere, obliges rhetoricians to investigate its 

discourse. Despite a rather sophistic beginning-"At any given moment, 
what we know to exist in the world is the product o[ an evolving set o[ 

agreements" (p. 226)-and despite all the epistemological debate en
gendered by Scou's initiative at the time, Wallder was largely indiffercnt 
to questions of knowing. It escaped llO one's llotice, however, that the 

main job of science is to produce nuggets of knowledge, hard and true. 
So while the first alignment was speculative, the new alignment is 

strongly empirical. Analysis after analysis of scientific discourse-that 
reveal this axiom and that model, these data and those theories, this 
methodology, that program, to hold their adherents through meclla
nisrns central to the rhetorical tradition-has rolled in over the last 
two decades not just from rhetoricians but from sociologists, [i'om his
torians, and even from philosophers. This movement-"the rhetorical 

turn," Richard Rorty (qtd. in Simons 1990, vii) christened it-is not 
without its horrified detractors, Plato's children, who want to restrict 
rhetoric to a glib and oily and hopelessly peripheral role in matters 
epistemic, required, ifat all, only because of widespread rational degen
eracy. 

I will talk about them shortly, and generally about the developments 
around the realignment of rhetoric and knowing that strongly defined 
rhetoric at the close of the last century, the theoretical debates around 
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knowledge and suasion and the legitimate scope of rhetoric. But I am 
going somewhere quite specific in all of this, and I want to take you with 

me. I am aner the how of epistemic rhetoric. 
The how of epistemic rhetoric is an absurdly hard question to get 

at with any particularity, of course, but I think we can close in on the 
right program for addressing it because the critical groundwork has 
been done. Not only was the overall shape of the sophistic answer right 
on this one-rhetoric begets knowing-but the methodology is im
mellsely promising as well. The linguistic soil that many sophists culti
vated for the growth of knowledge-poetic language, figuration-is 
much more fecund than contemporary rhetoric has noticed. Aside from 
metaphor and a tiny handful of its high-profile cousins, figures, tropes, 
and schemes have long been little more than an embarrassing reminder 
of the shallowest notions of st yle. But (aside from the appreciation for 
metaphor) this is ultcrly backwards. Figuration runs as deep as it is pos

sible to rUll. Language cannot but be figured; it flows ill what Edward 
Sapir (1921) called "well-worn grooves of expression" (p. 8g). These 
grooves can be optimized to aesthetic or suasive ends (or, rather, almost 

always, both (Segal, Ig62, IIg[O-which is where formal theories of 

figuration come in-but there are no other grooves. 
Figurative analysis is revealing, in the shallow sense, because when 

you look at issues of belief and knowledge in argumentation, ligures are 

always there, always working, and always doing the same job: begetting 
belief and knowledge. It is revealing in the deep sense, too, because of 
what the presence of figures, and their performance of that job, tells us 
about ourselves: That is the way (human) knowers work. That is the way 

our brains percolate. Rhetoric is cognitive. 
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The speaker, who is tryinfi to cOllllllunicate to another, speaks words, not colors 

or things. 

-Gorgias or Leontini 

Tb grollnd everything that follows, I offer some ridiculously simple as

sertions about rhetoric and knowing. I make this offering in the naIve 
hope that I can avoid the sorts of hysterical moaning that affirmative 

discussions of rhetoric and knowing often trigger. 
At least as far back as our species goes, perhaps as far back as any 

species goes, we have had two bedrock truths: 
Claim I. There is an out-there out there. 
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Claim 2. We receive sensory data about the out-there. 
These two claims, it is true, have been subjected to various skepti

cisms. Here's a famous pair of antithetical propositions, [rom Sextus 
Empiricus's paraphrase' o[ Gorgias's On Nature (Advenos J\I/athemalicos 

VII 65): 

a. Nothing exists. 

(= There is no out-there out there; in [act, there's not even a here.) 
13. Even i[ anything exists, it is inapprehensible by man. 

(= Okay, let's say there is an out-there out there: We have no access 
to it.) 

But, of course, these claims evaporate under even the most casual in
spection. The form of each is antipathetic to its sense. Or, given Gor
gias's reputation [or verbal high jinks, perhaps the form is best con
strued as antiphrastic (ill humorous opposition) to its sense. Claim a is 
an utterance that denies, among all else, the possibility of uttering; to 
utter, write, paraphrase, or even think claim a is to grant the existence 
of something. Claim 13 entails a perception that denies the possibility of 
perception. To hear, read, or even think claim 13 is to apprehend some
thing. We. can certainly utter noises (make marks) like "nothing exists" 
-there, Ijust did-and we can certainly perceive noises or marks like 
"nothing is perceivable"-there, youjust did-but can we really believe 
them? Not for very long, I think, and fit the a(ljective sane. They are 
nonsense. 

The power of Descartes's answer to nihilism of the a sort and radical 
skepticism of the 13 sort-the power of cogito, ergo sUlII-is in its bedrock 
inevitabilit y. Ditto Augustine's si Iallor sum. Any talk of knowing entails 
being. Even with elaborate games like "what if a demon is deceiving 
me?," it requires neither an Augustine nor a Descartes, nor even aJohn
son, to stub one's epistemological big toe on the boulders of "minimally, 
I'm here (else, I couldn't be wondering)" and "minimally, I have inputs 
(else, the demon couldn't be feeding me these impressions)." We know 
there's an out-there out there, and we know that it has implications for 
OUl· personal in-here. We know the1·e's stuff besides us, and we know it 
impinges on us in some way. W'e can, and regularly do, doubt the reli
ability of impingements, but not the impinging ("What is doubtful is 
not the existence of the world," said Dewey [1989], "but the validity of 
certain customary yet inferential beliefs about things in it" [po 49]).2 

Gorgias, howevel~ was not finished: 
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y. Even if anything is apprehensible, yet of a surety it is inexpressible 
and incommunicable to one's neighbor. 
(= Okay, okay, let's say not only that there is an out-there out there, 
let's also say that we have some access to it: We still can't talk about 
it, and nobody would understand us if we did.) 

Now it gets interesting. Now we have a robust proposition on the 
table. Now there's a claim that does not collapse under the weight of its 
own absurdity. It's wrong. But it's not flimsy. We can only guess about 
Gorgias's commitment to claims a and 13, although the presence of the 
even-conditional in 13 confesses the weakness, if not the outright lunacy, 
of a, and the even-conditional in y says pretty much the same thing 
about 13 (Cole, 1995, pp. 99-1(0). And remember, Gorgias is the wise 
guy who concluded his En(()lIIillll1 of Helen by enumerating the ways in 
which he had proved Helell's inllocence, by hragging that he had dis
pelled her infamy, by claiming to have banished injustice and ignorance, 
and then, in the very last phrase, by saying the whole thing was simply 
"an amusement for myself." On Nature, which takes a stance toward gut
level empirical knowledge very similar to the one the Encomium takes 
toward received wisdom (Untersteine1~ 1954, 102ff) , is more playful yet, 
rife as it is with Zenoesque parlor tricks and cascading antitheses.:! Even 
the title (more fully, On What Is Not, or On Nature) 1 warns us to strap 
ourselves in for a careening, plunging ride on a rhetorical roller coaster; 
it is "a self-negating claim, a saying which unsays itself" (Wardy, 1998, 
p. 15), a paradox, as, in f~lct, are claims a and 13. Small wonder, then, 
that the whole argument has often been written off as a banaljoke.!i 

Nobody, however, is laughing at claim y.(; It's wrong. But it's not 
laughable. Whatever there is, whatever access we have to it, we are all 
aware of the difTiculty of gelling others-students, neighbors, children 
-to know it in the same way as we do and, by their reporling back, to 
have assurance that we now know that they know what we know in the 
same way as we know it. The real problems of knowledge-as hyperac
tive discursive industries in the humanities and human sciences are 
consumed with exploring-concern not the hermetically encapsulated 
existence of trees and rocks and the accuracy of sensual impressions 
therefrom but the symbolically encrusted existence of trees and rocks 
and sensual impressions thereh·om: the customary yet inferential beliefs 
about trees and rocks and sensual impressions therefrom. "Since the 
existent subsists externally," (Sextus said that) Gorgias said, "it will not 
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become our speech" (AdversosVII 84). Or, in Derek Bickerton's (1990) 

terms, "simply by virtue of being representations, representations can
not represent with absolute verisimilitude" (p. ~6). Any theory ofkl1ow
ing that insists that what is expressed and what is apprehended arc 
isomorphic-that what is in my head when I utter X, and what is in 
your head after hearing me utter X, and what obtains of the world to 
which X points, can all be mapped one-to-one unproblematically via 
the utterance X-is, we know, doomed. As two millennia and more of 
theory talk tells us-not to mention the French Jj'ies that arrive with 

your steak when you thought you ordered a baked potato, or the !;\Ct 
that you're probably still trying to figure out what the hell my use 0(" 

"X" was supposed to illustrate in the previous sentence-that isjust not 
the case. Misunderstandings arc inevitable eddies-somet.imes growing 
to vortices-in the currents of discourse. 

But: Claim y is just as doomed as claims G and .13, for somewhat dif~ 

ferent reasons. It is not a content/form paradox, like G, nor a content/ 
function paradox, like .13. It is a content/theory paradox: The nature of 
rhetoric renders it otiose. When there is a rhetor, an audience, and an 

utterance, the structure of the situation insists that however partial or 

clumsy or flat-out wrong it may be, communication is under way. I would 
therefore like to propose another fundamental truth. It is not as ineluc
table as claims 1 and ~. Anyone sufficiently stubborn can still scek 

refuge from it in a demons-might-be-tricking-me Illove, or an it-could
all-bejust-a-dream move, or a maybe-I'm-only-a-brain-in-a-vat move, or 

some other perversity. But it is a truth presupposed by rhetoric: 
Claim 3. We communicate. 

Claim 3 opposes claim y, of course (communicate entails exjJl"ess), but 
its opposition is only to the certainty, the surety, that y asserts, not to 

the general playground y implies. Claim 3 docs not say that we succeed 
in all the aims of expression and communication-that my X easily be

comes your X. It only rejects the guarantee 0(" failure that y issues. 
Indeed, the possibility of f;tilure necessitates rhetoric; the partial, the 
clumsy, and the wrong are where rhetoric comes in. 

But rhetoric always comes in. The nature of symbols is such that ex
pression and communication are necessarily wrong at a profound level. 
What we communicate, as Gorgias said when he got around to granting 
the possibility of communication, "is not the same as that which the 
senses perceive and [which] actually exists" (Advn:ws V J 184), not colors 
or things. Or if Gorgias is too much of a joker for your liking, take it 
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from Dewey (1989), a couple of thousand years closer to us: "That color 

is visnal is a proposition about color and it is a proposition which color 
itself docs not litter" (p. 39). We don't argue and converse and orate 
through objects, nor through immediate sensations, but through words, 
logos. (We do communicate, and even argue, through objects, of course 
-as one of my students has observed, a pierced eyebrow is a statement; 
it says something, and what it says stands in opposition to the statements 

other ol~jects make-but these are not ol~jects qua ol~jects. They are ob
jects qua logos, symbols.) "The final proposition" of Gorgias's argu
I11cnt, wrote Susan Jarratt (lq9S), is a positive onc, "that what can be 

comllHlIlicatcd is logos" (p. ~()7). 
I'm not so sure that Gorgias has a final proposition to On Nature Ol~ 

if he docs, that Jarratt captured it; if Plato is the Great Satan of the 
history of rhetoric, Gorgias is its Slippery Eel. But I am sure that we 
communicate-so, I'm guessing, are you (you're reading, aren't you?) 

-and thaI what we communicate is logos, not o~jects or impingements; 
and that the inevitable slippage in this arrangement necessitates rheto

ric, suasive exchanges of claims about objects or impingements; and that 

rhetoric about objects and impingements gives us very close to all that 

we know about them. 
Because logos cannot be absolutely anchored in the out-there, and 

because we require logos to calibrate the impingements we experience 
of the out-there, Sextus (prefiguring a host of subsequent epistemologi

cal worrywarts) fretted that "the whole criterion of truth is swept away" 

(J1dv(!)"sos VII 87) by Gorgias's case in On Nature. But the very essence 

of rhetoric is profoundly pessimistic about claim y, profoundly optimis
tic about Claim 3. To mount a case-which includes mounting a case 
against mounting a case, a la On Nature-is to r<';ject y and throw your 

lot in with :~.7 That much is trivial. 
Of considerably more interest is that the whole criterion of truth, far 

from being swept away, is in EtCt provided with the most secure moorage 
available-indeed, the only moorage available, language. Just because 

one admits that language constructs truth, one is not committed to the 
position that all constructions are equal; one might still hold, say, that 
deductive arguments using enthymemes and that inductive arguments 
using examples create more consistent, justifiable, and robust truths 
than arguments drawn from ethical or pathetic appeals. "Even if one 
chances for the most part to say what is true, still he would not know," 
Xenophanes said, years before Gorgias, millennia before Gc)del. That 
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is the thirty-fourth fragment of Xenophanes. The thirty-fifth is "These 
things have seemed to me to resemble the truth" (Nahm, 1934, pp. 85-
86). The interesting job of language follows from that seeming, from 
that resembling-from rhetoric. 

I belabor these points because this essay advocates what Shanyang 
Zhao (1991) called the nonrestricted version of the strong claim of 
the rhetoric-as-epistemic problematic: Dejargoned, I hold that almost 
everything we know, we know through rhetoric. But Zhao, and others, 
confused this position with an ontological claim. He thought that it 
means something like, without rhetoric there would be no out-there, or 
that there are no impingements, that we puny humans give birth to the 
cosmos with our semantically invested yelps and hoots. But the strong 
claim has no such implications. It simply implies that we get our ver
sions of the out-there through our impingements and our rhetorical 
calibrations of those impingements. R And that brings us to science
systematic rhetoric about objects and impingements. 

Rhetoric, Science 

But come, examine by every means each thing how it is clear, neither pUlling 

greater faith in anything than ill what is heard, nor in a thundering sound 

more than in the clear assertions of the tongue. 

-Empedokles 

Claims that science relies (more or less heavily) on rhetoric are now 
ubiquitous. Within rhetorical studies, these claims are part of a strong 
program of criticism that sees all discourse manifesting, in various de
grees, suasion. More broadly-in sociology, history, philosophy, psy
chology, literary and cultural criticism, as well as in rhetoric-such 
claims are the legacy of the theory-change debates radiating out from 
the work of Thomas Kuhn. 

The strong program of rhetorical criticism took flight in the 1980s, 
with a flock of case studies exploring in narrow focus the arguments of 
Darwin, Galileo, Newton, and Watson and Crick; exploring, in some
what wider focus, the implications o[ debate, of popularization, o[ peer 
review, of reading; exploring, collectively, the rhetorical dimensions of 
arguing and believing and knowing in science. Meanwhile, historians 
and philosophers adopted perspectives that gave significant roles to figu
ration, constitut.ive debate, and suasion. Sociology of scientific knowl
edge exploded into an academic and cultural force, providing the over
whelming bulk of the warrants for social constructivism, a Protagorean 
epistemology whose strongest credentials come from analyses o[ scientific 
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discourse. The decade closed with landmark rhetoric-of-science mono
graphs by Charles Bazerman (1988) and Lawrence Prelli (1989).9 

The 1990S saw these developments gather momentum but also saw a 
concerted rearguard action against the strong program. The decade 
opened with Alan Gross's (1990b) very influential The Rhetoric oJScience 

and Greg Myers '05 (1990) brilliant liFriting Biology; it closed with Jeanne 
Fahnestock's (1999) marvelous Rhetorical Figures in Science. In between 
came important books by Marou[ Hasian (1996), Charles Alan Taylor 

(1997), Dwight Atkinson (1999), and Celeste Condit (1999), and sig
nificant collections by Jack Selzer (1993), Henry Krips, J. E. McGuire, 
and Trevor Melia (1995), Harris (1997), and Alan Gross and William 
Keith (1997). Investigations of, and commentaries on, scientific dis
course [rom (more or less) rhetorical perspectives in history, philoso
phy, and especially sociology o[ science are now too numerous to chart. 10 

The rhetorical turn has rounded the bend. 
But not everyone is happy. Accompanying this dilation is consider

able anxiety (Allard, 2(00). Even some participants in the movement 
are nervous about rhetoric of science. Several essays in Science, Rea

.1'011, and Rhetoric (Krips, McGuire, & Melia, 1995), [or instance, are pre
occupied with not appearing too uppity; the editors, in particular, are 
careful to distance themselves from Gorgianic hooligans-bogeymen 
rhetoricians who (allegedly) view science as something other than "a 
truth-producing enterprise," since "even if truth were available we might 
not be able to recover it or cOlllmunicate it" (p. vii)." 

Fleeing Gorgias leads to Plato's doorstep, and the defining theme of 
theory talk surrounding rhetoric o[ science in the 1990S was the Pla
tonic case prosecuted by Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar against the very 
possibility of rhetorical criticism. '" The brunt. of the case is that rhetoric 
is historically a productive enterprise, like architecture, or sculpture, or 
engineering. It is a body or principles ror making things, and very spe
cific things-oratiolls-and is therefore methodologically ill equipped 
for the investigation of things, especially things that are not canonically 
generic orations. Here is Gaonkar's (Im)7a) central complaint: "[The 
productionist vocabulary] as a language of criticism is so thin and ab
stract that it is virtually invulnerable to f~llsification, and [or that very 
reason, it commands little sustained attention" (p. 32). 

The concern-what he means by "thin "-is that neo-Aristotelian no
tions are so capacious that one can detect their "presence in virtually 
any discourse practice" (p. 32). Therefc)re, pointing to scientific discourse 
and saying "Lo, suasion" or even "Lo, et.hos" is empty. The argument is 
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a ramified chain (a gradatio, as Simons [1999, pp. 88-89] rendered its 
structure), with many other links, some faulty, some solid, and it is the 
globalized hermeneutical pn~ject of contemporary rhetoric-what I am 
calling the strong program-that is Gaonkar's ultimate target. Rhetoric 
of science, as the "Mount Everest of globalization" (Simons, 1999, p. 
89), is just the extended metonym of Gaonkar's animus. 

And it really does all come down to this charge of lexical anorexia. 
Gaonkar said we can't talk meaningfully about science through the lan
guage of our discipline because the language just doesn't apply. Even 
worse, extending rhetoric to the investigation of scientific discourse ren
ders rhetoric itself, what little is left of it, impotent, because that act 
stretches an already thin vocabulary to the point of transparency. He 
was wrong. 

He was wrong in the trivial sense of simply missing a host of CJ'itical 
points. He ignored (and requires us to ignore), for instance, that what 
Daston (1991) investigated as a "technology of trust and proximity," 
which gave rise to o~jectivity in early modern scientific discourse, was 
first investigated by Aristotle as ethos, in the Rhetoric; that what Holton 
(1988) charted under the term thelllata are recognizable under another 
label, topoi; and that what everybody and his Uncle Ivor are talking 
about when they point at scientific discourse and say "metaphor" is, 
ahem, a rhetorical figure. 

More specifically, confronting a powerful text whose immense reper
toire of textual resources is driven by the need to deny suasion, confront
ing such a text and saying "Lo, suasion" is a tremendously important 
move, one that, if it is noticed, believed, and taken seriously, completely 
reframes that discourse and the claims of its community about how it 
functions. At least, it was a tremendously important move when it was 
taken, forty years ago, by Paul Feyerabend, Norbert I-lallSon, Michael 
Polanyi,John Ziman, and others-most famously, Thomas Kuhn. Equally 
important was the noticing, the believing, and the taking seriously of 
this observation by historians and sociologists of science, in a wealth of 
case studies, somewhat later by philosophers of science, especially as 
their work became (like that of historians and philosophers) more de
scriptive and less prescriptive in approach. 

Some very fine and compelling research has developecl in the wake 
of the "Lo, suasion" declaration associated mostly with Kuhn (1970), 
research that charts the maneuverings of scientific interest groups. 
What has often been missing from this work, as Taylor (1997) put it in 
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a more local context, "is an account of how those interests are advanced, 
defended, negotiated, evaluated, and closed down-a matter ofrhetori
cal analysis" (p. 76n 10). When such an account is offered, it has usually 
been ad hoc and partial. Martin Rudwick's (1985) superb Great De
vonian Controver,I)" for instance, adopted an informal litigational frame
work, without the slightest awareness of the genealogy of the foren
sic theories constituting that framework. Steven Shapin's (1994) Social 
Histor)' oj Truth charted issues of credibility in early modern science 
with scattered recourse to phenomenological and ethnomethodologi
cal work, with only a dim awareness that Aristotle's arete, eunoia, and 
phrollesis are defining criteria for credibility (even Shapin's use of pru
dence comes refi-acted through Locke). Feyerabend's (1975) Against 
iv}et!wd simply peppered his analysis of Galilco's arguments with the 
word jJl"oj)oppnr/a. I have nothing but admiration for Rudwick, Shapin, 
Feyerabend, and Kuhn, but they all wrote a great deal about suasion 
without drawing on the technical resources of rhetoric. 

Gaonkar (1997a) sneered at Prelli for "translating" Kuhn into rhe
torieti terminology (p. 73). But Prelli, along with the other suspects 
Gaonkar indicted, was simply answering an invitation Kuhn extended 
(Kuhn, 1970, p. 152; I-larris, 1997, p. xxviii) to move from "Lo, suasion" 
to "Lo, arrangement (e.g., Gross, 1985), audience (e.g., Ceccarelli, 
1994), epideictic (e.g., Sullivan, 19~)l), ethos (e.g., Halloran, 1984), 
figuration (esp. Fahnestock, 1999), forums (e.g., Lyne & Howe, 1986), 
genre (e.g., Bazerman, 19R8), invention (e.g., Campbell, 1970 , 1975), 
/wiros (Miller, 1~)92), pathos (Waddell, 1990), strategic agents (e.g" 
Moss, 19R4), style (e.g., Myers, 1990; Harris, 1~)9(», topoi" (e.g., Prelli, 
19R9), and so on. 

Again, however, Gaonkar's wrongness is much more fundamental 
than a f~lill\re to appreciate that rhetoric of science is a resource-rich 

beneficiary of the Kuhnian legacy. He did not recognize any hermeneu
tical province i()r rhetoric at all, a position that proved to be a stick in 
a hornet nest. His attack on rhetoric of (anything but especially of) sci
ence received a huge amount of attention, dominating the 1990s. ':\ All 
in all-ten years in the making, barrels of ink spilled by a phalanx of 
figures m(~jor and minor (and the spilling continues before your very 
eyes), billions and billions of neurons pulsed (and the pulsing continues 
behind your very eyes) -it constitutes a mountain. But look under that 
towering heap of argumentation. You'll find a molehill. Gaonkar's po
sition is very, very weak, and beyond the sheer audacity of asserting it 
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so doggedly, there is very little to explain why so many people took it so 
seriously.',j 

The fulcrum of his entire case was the barely fettered descriptive 
compass of Aristotelian principles. Since one cannot find discourses ab
solutely devoid of ethos, pathos, or logos, Gaonkar (1997a) somehow 
presumed that these notions become vacuous (except in their procluc

tivist function, as aids to invention ([p. 33]). The position is stunningly 
wrong, though it has led to sufficient fretting about the strong program 
that some further attention is required here. 

The argument is familiar enough to have a label. It is known as si 
omnia, nulla; if everything, then nothing. I,> It is aired regularly at con
ferences and in classrooms and journal articles and over the Net, when
ever rhetoric is directed more widely than a small subset of verbal ac
tivities that wear their suasions on their sleeves. 'Whenever rhetoric is 
treated as elemental to symbolic exchange rather than as a local practice 
of the glib and the oily, someone stands up and shouts "Si omnia!" and 
begins a panic-stricken drive for the exits. Here is one of the clearest 
and least hysterical articulations of the fear: "lfwe become too diffuse, 
if we overlap too many other areas, we risk losing our identity. If rhetoric 
tries to encompass everything, it becomes nothing: rhetoric as a field 
disappears" (Porter, 1993, p. 213). 

Aristotle-whose definition (as a faculty not a practice) clearly li
censes this diffusion-had no sllch worries. His concerns ran in the op
posite direction. At the productivist end of the street, where Gaonkar 
wants us all to dwell, Aristotle told liS, long before there was an IlS to 
tell, that the more specific an argument becomes, the more rhetoric (like 
dialectic) disappears into that argument (Rhetoric, 1358a). The more 
fully one practices the discourse of biology (philosophy, architecture, 
... ), the more one becomes a biologist (philosopher, architect, ... ) .'f; 

But criticism (rhetorical hermeneutics, if you like) escapes that prob
lem. A rhetor may see himself as a biologist, not a rhetor, but nothing 
forecloses the critic from seeing a biologist as a rhetor, from noticing 
suasive tactics where participants see only matter. Aristotle himself, as 
discourse critic, fits exactly this profile. For instance, in trying to make 
the point that rhetoric and dialectic do not participate in expert dis
course, he drew exam pies from a discussion of special topoi (one of the 
provinces shared by rhetoric and dialectic) and ended up saying virtu
ally the opposite: There are special lines of argument for the natural 
sciences; there are special lines of argument for ethics; you can't mix 
them. Enthymemes, of course-that is, "rhetorical syllogisms" (Rhetoric 
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1356b)-are largely based upon special lines of argument. He saw 
rhetoric where physicists would see only physics (1358a). '7 

Criticism, in short, saves rhetoric ii-om one disappearing act, disap
pearallce under t he weight of specificity. Does it then doom rhetoric to 
allothel disappearing act, from being stretched into vapor by the pull 
of generality? No, except in those cases where rhetoric is already vapor
ous. An indiscriminate use of the word dwtoric plumps it into a pleonas
tic cypher-that's true enough-and there is no denying that much 
scholarship deploys it thusly, practiced by scholars who, as Gaonkar 
(1990) complained in another essay, "simply scatter the word rhetoric 

carelessly through their texts" (p. 353); regrettably, some are even rheto
ricians. IX But that is a general semantic issue, with no special relevance 
to our field; words can lose reference. Atomic, for instance, and some of 
its lexical relatives lost virtually all of their reference in mainstream 
American English of the 1950s, so that one could buy Nuclear Burgers 
and Hydrogen Fries in Atomic Cafes. '!) Physics was unperturbed. Rhe
torical theory could take a lesson. It could go about its business while 
the word rhetoric is drawn out to pelluciclity by some users. Owners of 
atomic cafes were simply cashing in on the charisma of a vocabulary 
(that, it should be noted, got its charisma because others used it more 
precisely), not attempting to refer accurately. Scholars, one needs hardly 
mention, can be every bit as semantically unscrupulous and opportun
istic as restaurateurs. BUI this phenomenon is only obliquely related to 

a view of rhetoric that sees, for example, the presence of ethos in every 
symbolic act, or the impossibility of nonligurative language, or suasion 
in evcry discursive nook and argumentalive cranny.21l 

Once semantic slop is disregarded, it is clear: Si omnia, Ilul/a is just 
flat-out silly. There is nothing wrong, in principle, with omnipresent 
phenomena. Nobody, inside or outside of physics, questions the utility 
or notions like weight and mass because they are definitional of matter 
and therefore-to quote Gaonkar (1997a) -demand the "promiscuous 
usage" (p. :37) of physicists, astronomers, and engineers. Nobody, in
side or outside of biology, questions the utility of deoxyribonucleic 
acid because it is ubiquitous in organisms. Nobody, inside or outside of 
chemistry, ridicules molecules or atoms because we can't move without 
wading through them, shedding them, becoming them as they become 
us. Or take other criticisms. Semiotics can look nowhere but it finds 
signs; are there, then, none? Feminist criticism sees everywhere the 
signs of a patriarchal hegemony; does this leave feminists nowhere? De
construction, a critical vocabulary Gaonkar (1997a) bizarrely held up 
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as paradigmatically thick (without mentioning its Gorgianic tendrils; 
see Campbell, 1997, pp. 124-26), saw everywhere in discourse the seeds 
of differanre; nulla? 

The mistake that si omnia worrywarts make is to confuse "every
where" with "exclusively." But semioticians can look at a budding tree, 
sec an index of spring, and leave it a budding tree still, with proper
ties galore for botanists, biologists, chemists, and little boys with stuck 
kites to talk about. Rhetoricians can investigate symbolic acts and leave 
plenty behind for linguists, information theorists, acoustical physicists, 
and little boys with freed kites to talk about. Rhetoricians can even co
opt the results oflinguistics, information theory, and acoustical physics, 
nor stop there, to talk about the suasive workings of symbolic acts, with
out in any way displacing or negating those fields, and without in any 
way rendering their own talk empty (though, of course, it might be) ."' 
Capaciousness and empty reference are not the same thing, not even 
close. Rhetoric is a perspective on symbolic exchange, a way of seeing, 
a terministic screen (more properly, it is a collection of overlapping ter
ministic screens, but little of consequence hangs on that distinction 
here)-nothing more, nothing less. 

It is not, in short, "everything is rhetoric" that defines the strong pro
gram of rhetorical criticism, but "everything (symbolic) is rhetorical," 
which is much different, and in no way exclusionary. Nor does it imply 
that everything is equally rhetorical. The rhetorical quotient of "Push 
the F9 key" or "So much depends upon a red wheelbarrow" is (contin
gent on situation, of course) considerably lower than the rhetorical quo
tient of "Down with the President!" or "Yep, she's got low mileage, the 
oil's been changed regularly-only one owner, you kllow, an elderly 
school teacher." 

Gaonkar is an instructive read, but not because of any peril he poses 
for rhetoric (of anything but especially) of science. He is instructive for 
the pressure he puts on a central, ancient, defining question of our dis
cipline. As always, the antithetical answers to this question can be found 
in Aristotle. His fabled definitioll of rhetoric is "the faculty of observing 
in any given case the available means of persuasion" (Rltetor-ir, 1355b, 
10-11) -a definition whose kinship is with Gorgias, Protagoras, Isoc
rates, Cicero, Quintilian; a definition hinging on ergon, which Rhys 
Roberts famously renderecl{aculty (Aristotle, J 954, p. 24), George Ken
nedyas ability (Aristotle, 1991, p. 36), but which can also map into junc

tion and cal)(lcit)~ among other like-minded words;"2 a definition, that is, 
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that stresses endowment and evokes cognition; a definition, further, 
that does not localize rhetoric to any specific discourse. That is not the 
elld of Aristotle's story, of course; it is a definition that docs not play 
out consistently in the Rhetoric. His treatment of this f~lCUIt y is often 
highly particularized, to the judicial, the political, and the ceremonial 
realms. He examines it not in accord with his definition, as a faculty, but 
as a craft, an art, a techni!. 

The question we all have to answer, then, is this: Is rhetoric an ele
mental presellce in all discourse, or is it a localized set of principles for 
a few genres of public discourse? b'}gon? Or techne? The more practical 
questions that follow {i'OITI this one are these: Fish? Or cut bait? If one 
wants to fish, rhetoric of science is inevitable. 

If one wants to cut bait, one goes to see Plato. Gaonkar went to see 
Plato. He began his pinched little history of the discipline with "Gor
gias may have imagined a rhetoric that would become the privilegecl 
site for a festival of language, ... But such a festival never did take 
place" (1997a, p. 26), and we all kllow who rained on Gorgias's festi
val.":1 Plato's staggeringly successful intellectual program is not only or
ganized around a sustained, merciless, and utterly unprincipled attack 
on the Sophists, but the defining blows against rhetoric are struck in a 
dialogue named after Gorgias."I Not even a tedme, Plato's Socrates lec
tures Plato's Gorgias in the dialogue, rhetoric is merely a tribe, a knack; 
worse yet, a lwlaheia, a flattery, a bogus art, like cosmetology, which "is 
knavish, false, ignoble, illiberal, working deceitfully by the help of lines, 
and colors, and enamels, and garments, and making men affect a spu
rious beauty to the neglect of the true beauty which is given by gym
nastic" (GOIgias, 465b). Here we have Gaonkar's rhetoric.";' 
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1() show thai persuasion, when added to speech. also molds the mind in the 

way il wishes, one should note [i,'st the speeches of astronomers, who substitut

ing belief for belief, demolishing one and establishing another, make the in

credible and obscure become clear to the eyes of belief, 

-Gorgias of LeOlllini 

And here we leave Gaol1kar's rhetoric: A full-blooded rhetoric of sci
ence exorcises Plato because it stakes a claim 011 the two biggest fish he 
wants for his own pond-truth and knowledge. 

Truth and knowledge in contemporary rhetoric of course start with 
Scott. His 19()7 paper set off a clambering is-to, is-not, dialectic-or, 
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more properly, a polylogue-cum-trilectic, wherein assertions and denials 
and assertions clashed from three main positions: is-not; is-to, but only 
this much (fingers held at various lengths £i'om each other, ranging 
from Zhao's [1991] weak version to his restricted strong version); and 
is-to, through and through (Zhao's nonrestricted strong claim). The de
bate grew until the 1980s, when it became the dominant theme in rhe
torical theory; twenty years after it was published, the essay was still be

ing called "controversial" (Nelson, Megill, & McCloskey, 1987, p. 14)· 
But the controversy proceeded somewhat hermetically, until the de

mise of the is- to positions was announced in a 1990 special number of 
the Quarterl),Journal ojS/Jeech. Barry Brummett (1990), a through-and
through is-toer, delivered the eulogy, lamenting its premature death by 
burn out. 

He forgot to check the pulse, however-or, actually, the address. Epi
stemic rhetoric was not dead, not even a bit faint. It had just moved. As 

Alan Gross (1990a) declared in an article entitled "Rhetoric of Science 
is Epistemic Rhetoric" later that same year, the concerns had checked 

out of their largely abstract initial chambers and taken up rooms in rhe
torical criticism, in the rhetorical criticism of the discourses permeating 

the epistemically most productive enterprise we have-science. 2G 

Not every rhetorical critic of science was as enthusiastic about epi
stemic matters as Gross-well, no other rhetorical critic of science was 

as enthusiastic as Gross about epistemic mallers, at least not in print
but it was virtually impossible to proceed orthogonally to the issue. 2

; Al

though it is hard to document (not everyone issued policy statements), 
critical sympathies were congenial with strong epistemic claims. Else, 
most of liS thought, what's the point? Why look at a knowledge engine
almost, in the late second millennium, the knowledge engine-if you 
don't care that it's producing knowledge? Indeed, even the work of 

epistemic agnostics, such as Michael Halloran and the carly Campbell, 
and of the epistemically perplexed, such as Jean Dietz Moss, and cer
tainly of the attenuated-strong-claim thcorists, such as.]. E. McGuire and 
Trcyor Mclia, is unavoidably cnwrappcd by these questions, a fish in a 
newspaper. The fish is any rhetorical analysis of scientif-ic discourse. 
Here's the paper: If not for the phenomenal knowleclg-e-building success 
of science, and for its unquestionably related prestige, why invest the 
critical energy in such dense, specialized, willfully discouraging dis
course? One might somehow ignore the epistemic dimensions of scien
tific discourse and investigate it solely because il "is quite likely the most 
triumphant, the most imitated, the most universal form of human 
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discourse ever developed" (Montgomery, 1996, p. 2). Bul that is only a 
shell-and-pea game (even if critics perpetrate it on themselves). What 
is the source of its triumph? Why is it so imitated? Why is it so wide
sprcad? It makes knowledge. By its vcry existence, that is, criticism in 

rhetoric ofscicnce "[rulls in general support of] the theoretical position 
that [had] come to call rhetoric' epistemic'" (Miller, 1989, p. 103). 

Epistemic rhetoric of science nests in a £~uniliar snake bed of issues: 

constructivism (the world is a sym bol-encoded illusion), relativism (my 
symbol-coded illusion is just as good/true/real as your symbol-coded 
illusion; so is everyone else's), indeterminacy of meaning (I can never 
be sure that you're "getting" any propositional content even close to 
what I want you to "get"; you can never be sure that you're "getting" any 
propositional content even close to what I wanted you to "get"; we can't 
even be sure that "getting" obtains of symbol transmission). These are 
troubling issues all, which I will completely ignore (beyond my advocacy 

of the unutterably obvious claims 1, 2, and ~~ that began this essay). But 
at the ground, the positions all implicate contingency, which I will not 

ignore. 
Certainty has always been an Other to rhetoric. Some rhetoricians 

have openly doubted it-including, by reputation, Gorgias
28

-while 
others have been content to cede it to philosophy, mathematics, logic, 
religion. But it has always belonged, if anywhere, elsewhere. Contin

gency, on the other hand-likelihood, probability-those are the guid

ing spirits of rhetoric. 
Modern science has established that absolute certainty does not and 

cannot hold-and thereliJre that all truths are contingent. Mostnomi
nally, of course, there is Heisenberg's Uncertaint y Principle, but G(jdel's 
Incompleteness Theorem is even morc conclusive here. Heisenberg's 

principle has the liability of being constrained to a subatomic realm, 
about as far removed from \laked impingements as physically possible. 
Gildel's theorem, too, is beyond immediate (in f~lCt, any) sense data. It 
is confined to a formal realm that, by delinition, is without sensual im
pingell1cnts. But that realm is presull1cd to model grosser relations and 
had been relentlessly bruited as the last refuge of certainty. Nope, sorry, 
not here either, says Giidcl. The Incompleteness Theorem goes right af~ 
ter the very possibility of even formal certitude within a closed system, 
by delIlonstrating thc untenability of the principle of noncontradiction; 
"no matter how perfect the language," GiSdel showed, it is "impossible 
to prove that some A could never be found to be non-A" (Cyphert, 1998 , 
p, R2). Robert Warely (1998) argued that Gorgias's epistemic project 
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was to overthrow Parmenides' principle-of-noncontradiction ground
ing for certainty; if so, then G()del supplies the mathematical proof for 
Gorgias's pr~ject. 

Okay, so take the Incompleteness Theorem. Add the theory of rela
tivity. Add the development of many compelling and consistent, but 
competing, geometries, replacing the Euclidean monolith. Add the fact 
that yesteryear's established theories (i.e., yesteryear's truths) inexora
bly become today's mistakes."9 Add, if you like, the almost total seculari
zation of science-the removal of a guaranteeing deity. Add up the last 
one-hundred-plus, immensely productive years of science, along with 
black holes, televisions, recombinant DNA, and microwave ovens, and 
you get the Death of Certainty.30 

But there is an enigmatic irony at play with Godel's argument: We 
believe it. Invoking the modern-day progenitor of epistemic rhetoric, 
Dale Cyphert (1998) wrote: 

Robert Scott points out that Gode! answered the key question of epistemology, 

"How can one be certain?" with a simple answer, "one cannot" (Scott, "Epi

stemic Rhetoric," 3(2). Nevertheless, the mystery of Giiders discourse is that 

we are certain of his results. (p. 88) 

Cyphert (1998) got carried away at this point. He went ontological. 
He said that G()del has found Truth. But there's a more local answer 
to our cultural conviction that the Incompleteness Theorem is incoll
trovertibly right. Certainty is a psychological state, not an ontological 
condition. It would be insensible-blind, deaf, anosmic, tasteless, and 
tactless-to all the historical evidence to assume that in, say, two hun
dred years, Godel's theorem will be equally compelling. 

There's also a rhetorical answer for our cultural conviction in the 
rightness of G6dcl: It is the best argument we have on the question of 
mathematical (and, a fortiori, scientific) certainty. Alld that, efTectivcly, 
is what the strong claim of the epistelllic problematic for rhetoric of sci
ence amounts to: 

• Truth is a property of statements with respect to other statements 
(not to the out-there, nor even to the naked impingements). 

• Knowledge is a configuration of mutually supporting true statements. 
• Configuring statements into networks of support for each other is a 

rhetorical fUllction. 

• A first principle of rhetoric is that arguments are situational, responding 
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to and provoking other clashing, collaborating, or calibrating argu

ments. 
• Truth and knowledge are the survival of the I1ttest argument. 

This list casts a nco-Aristotelian light on the position, but a Gorgianic 
version is only a few syllables away: Substitute logos for mgument. On 
what do such arguments rest, if not on the out-there or on naked im
pingements? On each other mostly, by way of networked credibility 
(ethos), mutual interests of the audience (pathos), and strongly con
strained discourse patterns (Aristotelian logos), all in ways that evoke 
shared representations of the out-there and deploy claims about im

pingements. 
Rhetoric of science, pointing at and explicating these suasive webs, 

has proven its own epistemic worth mostly by way of case studies; rheto
ric is fundamentally an art of the particular. But rhetoric has also always 
recognized that it must look outward from the particular: 

[An argument) is persuasive because t.here is somebody whom it persuades. 

But none of t.he arts theorize about individual cases. Medicine, fix instance, 

does not t heorizc about what will help to cure Socrates or CalJias, but only 

about what will help to cure any or all of a given class of patients: this alone 

is its busincss: individual cases are so infinitely various that no systematic 

knowledge of them is possible. In the same way the theory of rhetoric is con

cerned not with what seems probable to a given individual like Socrates or 

Hippias, but with what seems probable to men of a ghTn type. (l?hrlorir 

l:\!j<ib) 

If rhetoric of science is to grow signil1cantly beyond the particular-if 
it is to develop to a point where the particularized studies do not just 
pile up, but stack up (Gross, 1992)-it must seek consistent and reveal
ing accounts [()r why science is rhetorical. 

In part, this program is already under way; such accounts are the 
meat and potatoes of the epistemic line that guides so much rhetorical 
research into scientil1c discourse. But so rar that line has largely been 
limited to pointing and explicating as well, not explaining. Explana
tions, such as they are, generally take the form "we argue, therefore we 
know." The next step, the one less taken, is why argumentation leads to 
knowledge, what there is about an argument that makes it more likely 
to result in knowledge. We argue-we try to move and we allow our
selves to be moved-because we are social animals. These arguments re-
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suit in knowledge (or not) because we need to know, or at least suspect, 

what is the case before we can act to our advantage and to the advantage 
of our kin and confi·eres. As rhetoric has always lloticed, some suasive 
devices are more successful than others; in William James's (1984) 
terms, they got this power from "our ancestors in their attempts to get 
the chaos of their crude individual experiences into a more shareable 
and manageable shape" (p. 265). AsJames (1981) noted, their cognitive 
evolutionary success has made them 

a part of the very structure of our mind. We GUlnot play fast and loose with 

them. No experience can upset them. On the contrary, they apperceive every 

experience and assign it to its place. To what effect? That we may the better 

foresee the course of ollr expericnces, COlllmllJlicate with one another, and 

steer our lives by rule. Also that we lIIay have a cleaner, clearer, lIlore inclu

sive lIIental view. (p. 2(i!i) 

There are symbolic configurations that play better to the structure 
of our minds than others; rhetoric has traditionally labeled these con

figurations figures. 3' 

Science Figures 

Socrales: Then poet,·y is a sort of rhetoric? 

Callides: True. 

Sorrales: And do not the poets in the theaters seem to you to be rhetoricians? 

Calliril!s: Yes. 

Socmles: Then now we have discovered a sort of rhetoric which is addressed to a 

crowd of men, women, and children, frccmen and slaves. And this is not much 

to our taste, for ,\"e have descrihed it as having the nature of flattery. 

-Plato 

The inventors of modern science had the same express fear anclloath

ing of poetical language-of the linguistic machinery called figures and 
tropes-as Plato. "Metaphors, and senseless and ambiguous words," 

Hobbes (J996) complained, must be banished because "reasoning upon 
them is wandering amongst innumerable absurdities" (p. "7). And 
here is Sprat (1958): the "trick of Metaphors," the "specious Tropes and 
Figures," the "abundance of Phrase" cloud knowledge in "mists and un

certainties" (p. 112). But, again like Plato, they proceeded to exploit 
figures avidly in their pursuit of knowledge. Lo, Newton, explaining his 
third law of motion in the PrincijJia: "Si quies /ajJiriem digilo jm!lIlit, jJremi
ture et !mjus digitus a lajJide" (PhilosojJhiae, p. 16): "If you press a stone 
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with your finger, the finger is also pressed by the stone" (Mathematical, 

p. '4). 
This figHl'c, (ll/lime/aboll' (from the Greck for "turning about," a.k.a., 

counter-change, c01lll1wlatio, reversion; a.k.a., somewhat erroneously, chi

(lsmus), is one of Gorgias's signatures, a frequently antithetical, back

f1ippingly reciprocal, parallel-phrase flourish that was also a favorite of 
the late Theodore S. Geissl (Dr. Seuss; '99', p. 110, ('I jHlssim): 

I meant what I said 

x 
I said what I meant. ... 

An elephant's I~lithflll 

One hundl"Ccl percent! 

Now if any device should find itself snubbed by a dogmatically just
the-f~\Cts mediulll like scientific discourse, it is this highly figurative fig
ure. But Newton is not alone among scientists in this kinship to Dr. 
Scuss: "Not only have males evolved to compete for scarce female eggs," 

Robert Wright ('994) argued in his evolutionary psychology apologue 
77w jl;loml Animal, "females have evolvecl to compete for scarce male in
vestment" (p. G:~). "Yes, well, fine and good," pipes in Socrates or Sprat 

or Hobbes, "good and line, but Mr. Wright is not even a scientist, just a 

man on a soapbox. Of course he's going to tart up his case." Okay, I 
concede. Maybe vVright isn't an ideal case, because he doesll't pour sub

stances Ii'om one beaker to another or peer through a microscope to 
make his living. But the scientists he wrote about, evolutionary psy
chologists, have a generative antimetabole at the very heart of their en

teI'prise, the poorly labeled theory of reciprocal altruism (it could more 
accurately be called the theory of what's-in-it-for-meism), which boils 

down to "you scratch my back, anel I'll scratch yours" (Trivers, '971). 
Evolutionary psychologists not high enough in the scientific pecking 

order? Lo, lIellry Gee ( '99~)), a carel-carrying zoologist, in his In S'carch 

o/DeeJ) Tillle: "Cladistics is concerned with the pattern produced by the 
evolutionary process; it is not concerned with the process that created 
the pattern" (p. 151). "That's not science, that's about science," count

ers our truculent interlocutor. Okay, how about ':Just as there is no 
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organism without an environment, there is no environment without an 
organism" (Lewontin, 1995, p. 131). "Mr. Lewontin is known to be 
craft y, a little exuberant stylistically, a little glib; he's not at all your t ypi
cal scientist." Pasteur (1922), then? "La vie, c'est Ie geTllle et le germe, c 'est 
la vie" (p. 1.378). "Hmm, ... well, ... he was, ... after all, ... French." 

Will Euclid do? Propositions 47 and 48 of Elelllents look like this: 

PROPOSITION 47 
In right-angled triangles the square on the side sub tending the right 

angle is equal to the squares on the sides containing the right angle. 

PROPOSITION 48 

If in a triangle the square on one of the sides be equal to the squares 

on the remaining two sides of the triangle, the angle contained by the 

remaining two sides of the triangle is right. 

Or how about the commutative principle in algebra? Every account 

of the principle in algebra has equations that look like these: 

m+n=n+m 

I11on=nom 

m-n;tn-m 

m + n;t n + m (or, m/n;t n/m):12 

And commutation holds in symbolic logic for disjullction and cOl-uunc
tion, as well: 

(P & Q) « (Q & P) (Mates, 1972, p. 105) 
(P v Q) « (Q v P) (Mates, 1972, p. 1(3) 

"All right, all right," our adversary might now grant, "perhaps there 
is some inexorable pull of the audience, some need to sell that accolll
panies an intellectual commitment to the truth, that leads even the 
astringently scientific Newton, the austerely mathematical Euclid, into 

concessions of the rhetorical kind. But, surely, you're not proposing 
there is something about such a gaudy, hot-dog figure essential to the 
pure and arcane workings of science?" 

I am: Lo, Faraday, in his journal-in the absence of audience, with 
nothing to sell, and no customers in any case-recording his observa
tions of an experiment on the relationship between magnetism and 
electricity in which a magnetized needle was suspended close to a wire 
conducting electricity: "Hence the wire moves in opposite circles round 
each pole and/or the poles move in opposite circles around the wire" 
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(qtd. in Fahnestock, 1999, p. 144). Here, in the private cogitations of 
a plain-speaking Scottish scientist, the conclusion becomes unmistak
able: This crisscrossing,loop-de-loop, Gorgianic-nay, Seussian-figure 
is part of the nuts and bolts of scientific invention. Fahnestock (1999), 

from whose wonderful book many of these examples of antimetabole 
have been shamelessly poached,:;:\ summed it up beautifully, if tenta

tively: 

According to Faraday scholar David Gooding, when Faraday wrote this 

figured claim it was half est.ablished observation and half a prediction he 

had yet to observe (Gooding, I!JR5, p. IIR). Why he would have conceptual

ized the movement of the displaced needle as circular seems easily under

stood on the basis of previous discoveries he knew about, but why he would 

have reconceived the circular movement of the needle around the wire as 

the movement of the WilT around the needle seems an inexplicable leap of 

genius, thc kind of insight usually explained by the inspiration of a meta

phor. Gooding also suggests pragmatically that, "This transformation

imagining that it. is the wire which describes the circle instead of the 

ncedle"-probably solved the problem of reducing a sequcnce of positions 

into a single spatial arrangement and three dimensions into two (p. llS). 

Howcver, Faraday'S recourse to the figural logic of the antimetabole, forming 

the prediction from the observation by allowing the first colon to write the 

second, is another possible explanation. (p. 145) 

I-laving offered this tempered suggestion of a rhetorically strategic 

invention, Fahnestock followed up with something of a scramble to 

account for just how Faraday might have come across enough salient 
antimetaboles to let them seep into his private jottings and allow one to 
lead him into prediction. Offering first that "figures of speech like the 
antimetabolc are actually common cnough in usagc so that no expo
sure to rhetoric is necessary to explain their appearance [in Faraday]," 
Fahnestock nevertheless tried to estahlish an explicit link through his 

"life-long affiliation with the Sandemanians," a Protestant sect that 
believed in intensive study of the Bible, where he would have encoun
tered and formed a "deeper appreciation" of figuration generally, anti

metabole specifically (p. 146). 
Maybe. 
The Bible is certainly rife with antimetabole not just in the (post

rhetoric-as-a-discipline) Greek New Testament but also in the Hebrew 
Old Testament (like this nifty little triple back flip: "Whoever sheds the 
blood of man by man shall his blood be shed [Genesis, g:()])-and it's 
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admirable of Fahnestock that she worked so hard to establish discur
sive causation [or Faraday (and very typical of her caution about the 
cognitive implications o[ her research that she felt compelled to do 
so). But there are simpler explanations than biblical imitation, and ex
planations with ample support from linguistics and cognitive science: 
Crossed-reference is one of the grooves our language and thought run 
along. Fahnestock came partway toward that answer by glancing in 
the direction o[ general cultural transmission; if nowhere else, Faraday 
would have found a central antimetabole in Newton. 

But Newton and the Sandemanians are unnecessary. Antimetabole is 
rampant. It's contagious. It's seductive, beguiling, irresistible. One ex
pects this sort of rhetorical grandstanding from Gorgias, the Sophist 
who gave figuration a bad name ("It is an equal error and ignorance to 
blame the praiseworthy and to praise the blameworthy" [Hl/cOIniwl!, I J), 
but ii'OIn the philosopher who gave Gorgias a bad name? Yet here is 
Socrates: "Bad men live that they may eat and drink, whereas good 
men eat and drink that they may live" (Laertius, Lives, ILxvi). One ex
pects these verbal high jinks from Dr. Seuss-he even has visual anti
metaboles (1960, pp. 28-29) -but from that contra-ornamentation, set
jawed champion of the plain-style-squared, Ernest Hemingway (19GB)? 
Yep. Here is Pablo, in For Whom the Bell Tolls, and, more important, An
selmo, pulled irresistibly, by what Fahnestock called jigllrallogi(~ into his 
cutting response: 

"You treat a lIIall as a coward because he has a tactical sense. Because he 

can see the results of an idiocy in advance. [t is not cowardly to know what 

is foolish." 

"Neither is it f(JOlish to know what is cowardly," said Anselmo, unable to 

resist making the phrase. (p. 54)'\.1 

Here, too, is Kant (1998), the philosopher who gave philosophical 
prose a bad name, crossing himself while condemning rhetoric: 

Rhetoric is the art of transacting a serious business of the understanding as if 

it were a free play of the imagination; poetry that of conducting a free play 

of the imagination as if it were a serious business of lhe understanding. 

Both Marxes gets into the act: 

It is not consciousness that determines life, but life that determines conscious

ness. (Karl Marx, qlel. in Reboul, 1989, p. 173) 
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Money will not make you happy, and happy will not make you money. 

(Groucho Marx, Attrition) 

The case for cultural transmission is ovenvhelming. Ordinary lan

guage has no shortage of anti metabolic expressions not just in the hoard 
of common sayings, from the humdrum ("a place for everything ancl 
everything in its place") to the profound ("do unto others as you would 
have others do unto you") to the aversive ("don't call me; I'll call you"), 
but also in spontaneous everyday routine exchanges. Here is an excerpt 
from a chat about the weather between a five-year-old boy and your In

trepid Researcher: 

130)' ([ooiling ollfflie window); Now there's lllore rain anel less wind. 

II?; I Illllll. yes, there is. 

/Joy; But it used to he the other way around, a reI\' minutes ago. 

JR; [benign neglect] 

/30)'; There used to be more wind and less rain. 

Other examples from the Annals of the Mundane include the [01-

lowing: 

• When the same boy complained that his one-year-old sister was gnaw
ing on the scabbard of his toy sword, your Intrepid Researcher, not 
thinking of the heights of AsianislIl, Ilor form in the least (Scout's 
bOllor), came out with, "That's okay. She won't burt it, anc! it won't 

hurt her." 
• The boy to a h'iend, on the properties of certain pennies: "Only the 

shiny ones are lucky." The friend, in reply: "Yeah, and the lucky ones 

are shiny." 
• A sports page during the 2000 Stanley Cup playoffs, in which two 

players attempt to assign guilt over a game-winning goal: "Daniel AI
freclsson blamed Cory Cross. Cory Cross blamed Daniel Alfredsson" 

(Zeisburger, 20(0). 

Even Fahnestock (1999) cited an ordinary language example, from 
a newspaper article on a serial killer who turned himself in because "I 
would rather have 11Iy body locked up and Illy mind free, than ... my 
mind locked up and my body free" (p. 25). Miles Davis, whose elo
quence in English was inversely proportional to his eloquence in horn, 
was fond of "Play and pray. Pray and play" (Santana, 1992). Here's one 
from the ordinary-language stock of science (and of criminology, which 
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shares much methodology with science), a saying common in every 
lab and every classroom: "Absence of evidence is not evidence of ab
sence." Heck, I've even got one from Bart Simpson (SWO): "Church
Cult. Cult-Church" (it continues, "so we get bored someplace else every 
Sunday"). Indeed, the figure is so common, so natural, so insistent, that 
there is a well-established genre of nudge-nudge-wink-wink-fill-in-the
antimetabolic-blank wisecracks-jokes whose punch line depends on 
the hearer's ability to hold a mirror effortlessly up to the phrase and 
complete the form. 

The specimen from this genre long I~lVored by your Intrepid Re
searcher is Dorothy Parker's response (all the nicer for the touch of 
polyptoton) to New Yodwreditor Malcolm Ross when he wanted to know 
why she hadn't been around lately: 

Too fucking busy, and vice versa. (Pinker, 1994, p. 175) 

But a more famous one is Mae West's: 

A hard man is good to find. (Grothe, 1999, p. 113) 

On its own, the remark is a flatly smutty assertion, but the anti
metabolic play it makes on the proverbial expression transforms it into 
a joke, or at least a witticism. Apparently, there are G-rated examples 
as well: 

Time's fun when you're having flies. (Kermit the Frog; Grothe, 1999, p. Il7) 

A racetrack is a place where windows clean people. (Danny Thomas; Grothe, 

1999, p. 118) 

These last few (tacit) antimetaboles are from a book entitled Neller 

Let a Fool Kiss You or a Kiss Fool You (Grothe, 1999), a book of anti
metabole-driven quotations by a man on a mission to give the figure its 
due (he opted for the term chiasmus, however; examples like these, 
where the reciprocal phrase is only smirked at, not uttered, he terms 
imjJlied chiasmus). He has a million of 'em. 

In Hemingway, and in Seuss, character is driving the antimetabole 
(though both of them are delivering morals as well); in Socrates and 
Kant and (Karl) Marx, argument is more clearly in the driver's seat; 
Gorgias, as always, is tougher to pin down. The five-year-old boy, and 
me, and the sportswriter, and the student, and the serial killer, and the 
trumpet player, and Bart Simpson, all have somewhat different pur
poses, variously argumentative and aesthetic. But none of that llIatters 
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much to the overall lesson: From there to here, from here to there, 

antimetabole is everywhere. 
Language is so infested with the figure that cultural transmission 

proves to be more of a way-station than an explanation. Transmission 
this inexorable must itself have an explanation. It's memetic (Dawkins, 
1976 , p. 2(6). Genes propagate because the medium-the ecological 
environment-sustains them. Memes propagate because the medium 
-the cognitive environment-sustains them. Our minds, in sum, like 
crossed-reference. I-Ience, anti metabole fructifies rather easily and of

ten crops up spontaneously. 
Perhaps most tellingly of all, anti metabole is a regular feature of oral 

poetry. The figures of oral poetry-iambic rhythm, rhyme, and allitera
tion are among the best known-serve to support memory, to make the 
bard's job easiel: The last figures one should find there would be cog
nitively expensive ones; cognitivcly natural figures, the first. Specifically 
of antimetabolic patterning, Buchan (1972) wrote that it "is intrinsic 
to oral creation because of the basic, structural mnemonic function" 
(p. 100). Buchan was writing about folktales, but it's equally common 
in folk music. "I golla love somebody," Muddy Waters sings. "I gotta love 

somebody. I gotta love somebody." Then, bringing in the necessary reci
procity, he rounds off the chorus with "Somebody's gonna love me.":\;; 

Nor, I think, is it an accident that children's literature is a common port 

of call for antimetabole. 
There is more evidence for the cognitive naturalness position than 

brute infestation. We humans (perhaps we bicameral organisms) have 
a very widespread affection for inversion, which antimetabole exploits. 
Every known language on earth, for instance, has passive construc
tions (or their ergat.ive cousins, called anti-passives), in which there is 
a swap of grammatical roles from the active variant that looks very 

antimetabolesque in juxtaposition: 

Plato slandered Gorgias 

Gorgias was slandered by Plato 

English (along with a great many languages) accomplishes this swap 
most explicitly in terms ohvord order (abetted by some minor 1110rpho-
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logical noodling). Other languages use morphology more directly. But 
the mirror imaging of syntactic roles is the same. Languages frequently 
make use of these sorts of inversions to signal other functions as well; 
English, for instance, uses a subject-auxiliary inversion for most ques

tions-yes/no questions (2) and constituent questions (3), in which 
the inversion is tacit against the standard declarative order (1); echo 

questions (4), in which the antimetabole is realized explicitly, with a 
pronoun recalling the subject; and tag questions (5), in which antithesis 
is thrown into the bargain. 

1. Stephen Hawking might know if there is an out-there out there. 
2. Might Stephen Hawking know if there is an out-there out there? 
3. What might Stephen Hawking know? 

4. Stephen Hawking might know if there is an out-there out there, 
might he? 

5. Stephen Hawking might know if there is an out-there out there, 
mightn't he? 

Reciprocal anaphors are also available in all languages, which imply 
antimetabolesque conceptual relationships. The proposition "Socrates 
and Callicles slandered each other," for instance, entails the following 
two propositions: 

6. Socrates slandered Callicles. 

7. Callicles slandered Socrates. 

And, of course, we have such common expressions as vice vena-a steno
graphic trick for summarizing antimetaboles-and handy adverbs like 
conversel)" which trigger antimetabolic reversals in the hearers. 

It is a short move to go from features that define llUman languages 
at the syntactic leveI,3(; and thus reflect something universal about brain 

wiring, to an account of the presence and power of configurations at 
the discourse level. Nor is this reciprocal spirit we have confined just to 
language. Our visual productions are rife with it as well, not just in Dr. 
Seuss or other elaborately playful artists (like M. C. Escher) but also in 
such ubiquitous images as the swastika, the ying/yang, the moebius 
strip, and the Pepsi logo; the name for a sexual practice of simultane
ous mutual oral stimulation depends on the iconic significance of the 
(vertically) antimetabolic numerals 69. Meanwhile, back in science, 
Faraday's notebooks are full of antimetabolic sketches, and his pub
lished arguments contained antimetabolic diagrams (Fahnestock, 1999, 
pp. 145-47)· 
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None of this should be especially surprising, however, when we con
sider the well-established cognitive principles abetting antimetabole. 
The figure involves repetition and symmetry-the first a sine qua non 
of thought and, in George Kennedy'S (1998) terms, a kind of primordial 

rhetorical energy (p. 4); the second a characteristic our minds adore
and it very frequently commingles with antithesis, for which our heads 
also have a great affinity (in fact, anti metabole seems to be a syntactic 
antithesis; antithesis a semantic antimetabole). Indeed, given what we 

know about the mind, it would be weird in the extreme if antimetabole 
were not legion. And given what the philosophy of science and evolu
tionary psychology have both found about the close connection be

tween truth and aesthetics-of which James Watson's (1968) "the struc
ture was too pretty not to be true" (p. 134) should be the slogan-the 
presence of such a comely figure in scientific reasoning should not be 
a surprise. (Watson, of course, was talking of the antimetabolesque 
double helix.) 

Framed in these terms, the natural history of antimetabole belongs 

to the study of human cognition, not to personal biography (Faraday's 
or anyone else's), and is consequently f~lr more interesting and far more 
sweeping in its extensions. It is at the moment an open empirical ques
tion how widely distributed anti metabole is, especially in the oral tradi
tions of non-Western languages, but it is an important question. If it is 
a cherrY-Oil-top flourish that needs to be learned, one would expect to 

find relatively few examples the further one got from the influence of 

the literate West. If it is a natural reflex of the spirit of inverse symmetry, 
one would expect to find such examples as this, hom fourth-century 

B.C. China: "She who knows does not speak./She who speaks does not 
know" (Lao 1se, 1997,56).:17 

Jeanne Fahnestock (1999) established very solidly that antimetabole 
helps us to understand and to know (focusing her efforts on the dis
courses of science). Not stopping there, she did the same for antithesis, 
incrementum, gradatio, ploche, and polyptoton. It is a remarkable, inspir
ing, tour de force. She did not, however, make the case that metaphor 
helps us to understand and to know. But, of course, that is not a case 
that needs making; 110 one would dispute any longer that metaphor is 
the verbal realization of a deep and powerful cognitive resource, the 

"omnipresent principle" oflanguage, in 1. A. Richards's (1936) phras
ing (p. 90). Nor did she offer a case for either metonymy or its stable 
mate, synecdoche. But the metonymy/synecdoche complex is as power
ful and as widely distributed a conceptual tool as metaphor.:IH In Billig's 
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(1987) terms, "Human thinking is fundamentally metonymic" (pp. 261-
(2). He meant this in the Burkean sense of reductionism ("Metonymy 
is the tropic expression of particularization" [po 261]). 

But linguists have beaten the cognitive bushes pretty thoroughly 
over the last few decades, finding its lexical fingers in every pie.:H1 As 
their data show, representing a welter of concepts by one item that 
participates in that welter is a fundamental part of the cognitive sub
strate and is as omnipresent as metaphor in ordinary language-and 
just as tangled up in understanding and knowing. Given the contempt 
with which she seems to hold metaphor research (pp. 4-6), Fahnestock 
(1999) may have just avoided metonymy and synecdoche under the 
guilt-by-association topos. But certainly the case would not be difficult 
to make. Even calling some organism a mammal, for instance, or a rep
tile, is labeling it by one of its properties (respectively, possession of 
milk-secreting glands and locomotion by creeping or crawling; in the 
fonner case, the property is only instantiated in half of the animals in 
the class-the females). 

Many rhetoricians, too, would probably be content to let Burke's re
maining master trope, irony, into the epistemic corral without much 

fuss. As for its role specifically in science, Wayne Booth (1974a) put it 
this way: "Del" Geist der slets 7)erneint would be a good assistant to have in 
any laboratory" (p. 275).'10 And, indeed, irony-considered as the spirit 
of negation-is a governing genius of science, in the lab, in the hall
ways, in the journals, hither, thither, and yon: The chief reason that sci
ence is so successful epistemically is that the spirit of negation, not to 
mention hostile negators with rival interests, is peering over the shoul
der of all scientific rhetors, forcing them to build their arguments more 
and more robustly. Karl Popper (1959) raised the spirit of negation to 
a demarcation principle, falsification ism (p. 41), but it is at work at 
work, "daily and hourly," like Darwin's natural selection (1967), "scru
tinising, throughout the world, rejecting those [arguments and strate
gies] that are bad, preserving and adding up all that are good; silently 
and insensibly working, whenever and wherever opportunity offers" 
(p. 84). Okay, not so silently and insensibly all the time, but the spirit 
of negation is the most powerful force in strengthening scientific argu
ment:!' Burke (1945) activated this process when he called dialectic the 
literal application of irony (p. 511 ff). And irony-the trope that Aris
totle called "the manner of Gorgias" (Rhetoric, 1408b) -has deep cog
nitive roots. Billig (1987), again: 
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The ability to negate is a universal property of human language and is a fea

ture which distinguishes human language Ji·OI11 systems of animal communi

cation. I-Inman beings do more than men~ly categorize the stimulus world. 

Alone among the animal world, we can rcJlexively examine and dispute such 

categorizations. And fi)!· this the ability to negate is crucial. (p. 12!))"1" 

About the whole package of master tropes, remembel; Burke (1945) 
said they "have a fundamental role in the discovery of the truth" (p. 
5( 3), and Fahnestock (1999) established the same for her collection of 
figures. That's eleven, if you're counting. Let's make it an even dozen; 
this time, I'll poach from a philosopher of mind, Daniel Dennett. 

Here is Dennett's (1997) "intentional stance" for behavior predic
tion: 

First, you decide to treat the object whose behavior is to be predicted as a 

rational agent; then you figure out what belicJs that agent ought to have, 

given its place in the world and its purpose. Then you figure out what desires 

it ought to have, on the same considerations, and finally you predict that this 

rational ;lgent will further its goals in light of its belicJs. (p. GI)"1:\ 

Here is some of his warranting: 

It works with people almost all the time. Our use of the intentional strategy 

is so habitual and effortless that the role it plays in shaping our expectations 

about people is easily overlooked. The strategy also works on most other 

mammals most of the time. For instance, you can use it to design better traps 

to catch those mammals, by reasoning about what the creature knows or 

believes abollt various things, what it prefers, what it wants to avoid. The 

strategy works on birds, and on fish, and on reptiles, and on insects and spi

ders, and even on such lowly and unenterprising creatures as clams (once a 

clam believes there is danger about, it will not relax its grip on its closed 

shell ulllil it is cOllvinced that the danger has passed). It also works Oil sOllle 

artif~lCtS: the chess-playing computer will not take your knight because it 

knows that there is a line of ensuing play that would lead to losing its rook, 

and it docs not want that to happcn. More modestly, the thermostat will turn 

ofT the boiler as soon as it comes to bclicyc the room has reached the desired 

temperature. 

The strategy cvcn works fill· plants. In a locale with late spring storms, YOll 

should plant apple varieties that arc particularly cautiolls about tollr!udil/g 

1 hat it is spring-which is whell they 7/I([I/[to blossom, of coursc. It even works 

for such inanimate and apparently undesigned phenomena as lightning. 
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An electrician once explained to me how he worked out how to protect 

my underground water pump from lightning damage: lightning, he said, 

always wants to find the best way to ground, but sometimes it gets tricked 

into taking the second-best paths. You Gill protect the pump by making 

another, better path more obvious to the lightning. (p. ()!j, emphasis in the 

original) 

The exercise of this strategy is often a case of "epistemic frailt y"-for 
instance, with thermostats and computers (p. (7); Dennett (1997) is 
principally concerned with "true believers" (about whom, by the way, 
he stated antimetabolically that they "mainly believe truths" [po 6;3]), 
in the hope of making some philosophical progress with respect to 
machine intelligence. But its phenomenal success in understanding 
and knowing the world around us is compelling for rhetorical theory 
generally and theories of figuration particularly, when one word
personification-is invoked. 

Personification-you can see this one coming, I know, but it's the 
last one, for now-is endemic to science. I don't mean grand personi
fication here, of t.he natural-selection-is-daily-and-hourly-scrutillizing 
Darwinian sort, although such personifications have played substantial 
roles in the history of scientific discourse, but rather the hourly and daily 
personification into fictional characters that Halloran (1997) called ab

stract rhetors (p. 43). Scientific discourse is ruled by locutions like these: 

8. These data argue .. . 
9. This result shows .. . 

10. This paper demonstrates .. . 
11. This argument suggests .. . 

Such personifications are so rife in scientific discourse as to be defini
tive. They are central mechanisms of the empiricist repertoire (Gilbert 
& Mulkay, 1984); building facts linguistically is a matter of making them 
"appear stable, neutral, and separate (i'om the speaker" (Potter, 1~)9(j, 

p. (9), and the toolbox for such stabilizing, neutralizing, separatist 
representations prominently includes abstract rhetors. Perlman and 
Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969) called this method, with respect to personifica
tion, "the technique of severance," whose job is to make some essence 
"stable, concrete, and present" (p. 331). Gilbert and Mulkay argued that 
this technique enforces data primacy, which is true of 8 and 9. But, 
as Halloran (1997) pointed out, its effect (in all four examples) is also 
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erasure: "to suppress human agency, to imply that what are essentially 
rhetorical acts-arguing, showing, demonstrating, suggesting-can be 
accomplished without human volition" (p. 43). It's a peculiar-ironic
practice, personifying abstractions to eliminate the presence of real per
sons. But it is an extraordinarily effective one. 

Figures work. 
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Come now, YOll must hear what I say and remember it, as I tell YO\I of the only 

ways of illquiry that can be thought of. One, according to which there is [that 

which is] and it is impossible for it not to be, is the way of Peitho [Persuasion], 

[Ot· it follows Truth; and one is that according to which it is not and there is 

necessity for it not to be; and this I tell YOll is a way which is utterly obscure. 

-Pannenides 

Returning to Claim 3, a truth as solid as anything science has gener
ated: We communicate. 

Why? 

We communicate because we are social animals. We share resources, 
which in and of itself requires that we communicate about those re
sources. But we have one particular resource that we share more inces
santly than any other-information. Information, however, does not 
make itself, which gives liS the last fundamental truth I want to ad
vance here: 

Claim 4: We invent. 

We invent information in our encounters with the out-there, in our 
dealings with its impingements on our particular in-heres. We invent 
information in our cogitations about those impingements, in our nego
tiations about those impingements with other humans, in our negotia
tions with other humans about their impingements, in our negotiations 
with other humans about (impingements about) third-party impinge
ments, in negotiations with other humans about their negotiations with 
other humans, and about (impingements about) third-party negotia
tions between other humans. And so on. And so on. And so on. 

In all of these events-from stubbing one's toe against a rock ("stub
bing" "one's toe" "against" "a rock") to reading commentaries on com
mentaries on commentaries on Aristotle-language is immeasurably 
fundamental (our cogitations, while not coextensive with language, 
profoundly implicate language; the same is true, a fortiori, for our com
munications and, yet stronger, for our inventions). And the linguistic 
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molecular structures known as figures are immeasurably fundamental 
to language. 

Figures are the very stuff of language, the bones and muscles, nerves 
and skin, blood and guts. They are the very antithesis of, in Plato's 
famous assault, "colors, and enamels, and garments" (Gmgias 465c) 
daubed on, and painted on, and draped over an otherwise pallid, vir
tuous, nakedlanguage.H Figures are the stuff of language. Language is 
profoundly cognitive. Throw modus jJOl11'IlS into the breach and you've 
got: Figuration is cognitive. This conclusion is not at all novel, of course, 
if one localizes it to the few glamorous tropes. But antimetabole? Per
sonification? Polyptoton? Oh, sorry. No evidence yet for polyptoton 
as fundamental for understanding and knowing? Here's Fahnestock 
(1999), with a principle and a representative practice: 

Polyptotonic practices have been codified to form systcms of nomenclaturc 

that cncodc the fundamcntal principles of [some sciences} .... In 110 disci

pline is the importance of patterned nomenclaturc more obvious than in 

organic chcmistry, wherc cntry-level compctcncc involves gaining control of 

the dcrivational system, thc licenscd polyptotollic lllOVCS. Studcnts learn, 

for example, that hydrocarbons arc divided into three subgroups, alkanes, 

alkcncs, and alkynes, according 10 whcther Ihc bonds belween Ihe carbon 

atoms are single, doublc, or triple. Thesc cndings are then conserved in 

the naming of particular compounds, such as ethane, elhcllc, and ethyne. 

(pp. 17 2-73) 

Let me be clear: I am not arguing that every linguistic configuration 
that anyone has ever called a figure (or a trope, or a scheme) is (I) 

cognitively rooted and (2) deeply invested in understanding and know
ing. Litotes (understatement), for instance, seems to operate prett y close 
to the surface and mayor may not be especially resonant for a given 
community at a given time. It is a device that might be put to work de
nying agency, and the demotion of agency is an important element in 
the establishment of facticity. It might even team up with irony to simul
taneously promote and demote agency, as Halloran (l997) and Gross 
(1990b) both noted of Watson and Crick's (1953) "A Structure for De
oxyribose Nucleic Acid." They found litotes instrumental in the asser
tion priority. It cloaks that assertion in a foot-shuffling ethos of humility, 
while irony brings it out with an elbow-in-the-ribs ethos of grinning ar
rogance. But litotes does not seem to participate in the reasoning very 
deeply, not as deeply as metaphor often does, for instance, or antithesis, 
or personification, or antimetabole. Which figures run deep, which 
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ones don't; which ones are universal, which particulaI~ which occupy the 
terrain between-these are empirical questions. 

Nor am I arguing that figuration qua figuration makes truth. Plato 
was right. Figuration is flattery. It flatters our sensibilities. It plays to our 
cognitive receptors. It gives us what we want. But one of the things we 
want, perhaps the one thing we want most of all, is truth-solid, bank
able information. We want ways to know and predict and decide; we 
are, after all, Homo sapiens. If we didn't want truth, we wouldn't be 
here. If our antecedents were Homo insapiens, man-the-unwise, not car
ing what inferences might follow from fresh tiger scat in the cave, or 
what season to return to the blueberry patch, or what that come-hither 
look connoted, we would not exist to meet up in this essay. The line 
would have gone dead. All organisms want truth. vVe 're just the organ
ism that wants a lot of it in symbols. 

Symbols come in packages, some more useful than others; if you 
look at the sayings, proverbs, catch phrases, and slogans of everyday 
knowledge-the molecules of doxa-you find all of them, part and 
parcel, tightly and memorably figured. Which finally brings us-thank 
you for your patience-to what I am arguing: Figuration, because it 
satisfies a collection of significant cognitive needs (aesthetic needs, ac
tivatioll needs, mnemonic needs), packages symbols into linguistic struc
tures that lend themselves more easily to belief, and there is no knowl

edge that does not rest upon belief; figures make the matter seem true. 
Whether the matter comes to be believed is a consequence of how it 
fits into the auditor's prior beliefs, desires, interests. Whether it subse

quently proves true is a consequence of how it fits into the logical space 
that defines and calibrates and associates our human and cultural rea
sons for warranting a belief into a truth. Fahnestock (l999) devel
oped the notion of figural logic to this end, the idea that figures mani
fest, in especially compelling ways, lines or argument. We're all familiar 
with the metaphor-as-condensed-analogy commonplace. Fahnestock 
reminded liS how antithesis is characterized by Aristotle very much as 
he characterized the topos of opposites (pp. 51-53) and how i11crelllenlUJIl 

and gmrialio align with the topos of greater and lesser degrees (pp. 93-
98), polyptoton with the topos of grammatical forms (p. 170), anti
metabole with the top os of reversal (pp. 131-133). The metonymy/ 
synecdoche complex clearly condenses the topoi of parts-to-whole and 
cause-to-effect, and their inverses. Irony recalls the topos of contradic
tion. As for the argumentative functions of j)loche (the most repetitive 
n'jJPlilio) -ever argue with three-year-old kids? They exponentially apply 
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Empedokles' advice: "It is right to say what is excellent twice or even 
thrice" (Nahm, 1934, p. 118). Figures, in short, crystallize styles of rea
soning. 

Styles of reasoning-the most powerful of them, in any case-are 
effective methods of symbolic inducement because they appeal to the 
structure of our minds. Burke (1950), in a passage Fahnestock (1999, 
p. 34) incorporated, gave a nice account of how this can work, how a 
figure can lead an audience along like a melody: 

Many purely [':>rIllal patterns can readily awaken an attitude of collaborative 

expectancy in us. For inst.ance, imagine a passage built about a set of opposi

tions ("we do this, but they on the other hand do that; we stay here, but they 

go there; we look up, but they look down," etc.). Once yon grasp the trcnd of 

the form, it invites participation regardless of the subject malter. Formally, 

you will find yourself swinging along with the succession of antitheses, even 

though you may not agree with the proposition that is being presented in 

this form. Or it may even be an opponent's proposition which you resellt

yet for the duration of the statement itself you might "help him out" 1.0 the 

extent of yielding to the formal development, smrendering to its sYlllmetry 

as such. Of course, the more violent your original resistance to the proposi

tion, the weaker will be your degree of "surrender" by "collaborating" with 

the form. But in cases where a decision is still to be reached, a yielding to 

the form prepares for assent to the matter identified with it. Thus, you are 

drawn to the form, not in your capacity as a partisan, but because of sOllle 

"universal" appeal in it. And this attitude of assent ma)' then be transferred 

to the maller which happens to be associated with the form. (p. :;8) 

Burke said much the same of gradatio, a bit later in the argument, 
and we've seen Hemingway's Anselmo following the Burkean impera
tive for antimetabole in his swipe at Pablo-it's figurcs in gencral that 
I'm concerned with, and many of them have this compelling character. 
But it is worth pausing at antithesis long enough to note that this is 
where we came in. Antithesis was one of Gorgias's signatures, inherited 
from Empedokles, and the defining strategy of Protagoras, and a cor
nerstone of the fifth-century experimental efforts in creating a new 
form of discourse to investigate the impingements of reality while sub
ordinating mythology and superhuman agents-efforts visible also in 
the vestiges left to us by Anaxagoras, Heraclitus, Democritus, and Par
men ides (Kennedy, 1994, p. 18), and visible too in the (highly figured) 
investigations of Plato, many of which condemn figures and figurers. 

Plato denied, or perhaps just worried about (depending on whether 
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you attend to his practices or his policy statements), the elemental na
ture of rhetoric. His children are with us still-not just the hysterics like 
Gaonkar but also widely in f1ucntial and generally reasonable scholars 
like Edwin Black (1997) :1:' "The discipline of rhetoric predicates rhe
torical activity as a product of volition rather than instinct," he wrote. 
"If rhetorical activity were instinctive, spontaneous, uncrafted and uu
contrived, then the discipline of rhctoric would lose whatever identity 
it has sustained for two thousand years and would become a branch of 
biology" (p. 25). No. Exploring the instinctive roots of rhetoric does 
not preclude exploring its higher design features as well; it is not a re
placement of traditional rhetoric but an augmentation of it. Cognitive 
rhetoric-the phrase is a jJerissologia, redundant-is not in any way a 
denial of design. Witness thc work of Mark Turtler (19~)l), who used 
that label to identify his approach to (highly designed) literary texts, 
an application of cognitive science to "the study of English so that it 
comes to be seen as inseparable Ii'om the discovery of mind, participat
ing and even leading the way in that discovery, gaining new analytic in
struments for its traditional work and developing new concepts of its 

role" (p. vii; see also pp. 148-52).16 
We are, in Burke's (1968) dictum, a "symbol-using, symbol-making, 

and symbol-misusing" species (p. 6), in Booth's (197 4b) elaboration, "a 
self-making-and-remaking, symbolmanipnlating creature, an exchanger 
of information, a persuader and manipulator, an inquirer" (p. 136). 
This symbolic disposition, this £~lculty, this ability, this function, this 
capacity-this crgon-dicl not show up yesterday, nor two-and-a-half 
millennia ago, in Sicily or in Athens. It is from a heritage much older 
than that, a heritage written in nucleic acids, not in Greek. It is in our 
hiology, in our brains. It roots our suasions and our inquiries. It gives 
us truth (and crror), scicnce (and supcrstition), knowledge (and con

fusion). I t emanates rhetoric. 
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Portions of my argulllcnt ha\'(' appeared in Rhl'loric Sol'il'ly Qllor/l'I'i\'. 

I. I am agnostic about whether Sextus or Ihe Peripatetic MXe collection represents the 

"real" Gorgias on Ihis matter and am equally unconcerned with whether or not it is pos
sible to triangulate lhe most real Gorgias by calibrating those two panlphrascs against 
each olher. I care only to forq>;rollmllhese propositions in conllection to a few other 
ideas that have clustered historically arollnd the natllC' (;orgias. 
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2. I don't mean to snggest that there hasn't been a fair amonl1l of thought, talk, and ink 

devoted to questions of cxistence, which pcrhaps indicates some mild anxiety about 

the possibility of being. One necd only think of thc commentary encrusting Kant's 

noltmcnal world, his rcahn of ding im sirll, to sec that Clailll 1 partakes of a recnrrent 

intellectual lhenle. But virtually all of that allention endorses or <'SSUlllCS diug im .'lich. 
Similarly, thcrc has bcen evcn more thought, talk, and ink dcvoted to Kant's phenome

nalworld, his rcalm of perceptions and categories (which implicates Claim 2), hut 

again, the concerns are overwhelmingly with the reliability of our perceptions, the cate

gories they fit into, and the factors that shape both perceptions and categories (God, lan

guage, culture, cognition), not with the very existence of primith'e perceptions. 

3. Poulakos (1993) regarded playfulness as one of thc defining characteristics of sophistic 

rhetoric, and Gorgias as its chief exponent, citing his "discourscs on Helen, Palamcdes, 

and nonbeing" (p. 58; sec also pp. 6H-(9). 

4. The titlc may not bc Gorgias's, of course, but that only defers the roller-coaster declara

tion slightly. As Warcly (1996) put it, "Evcn if [thc title] is not original, it remains of 

interest, since it would then so clearly betray the dini('l,lty later readers experienced" 

(P·15)· 

5. The recurrcnt question of how philosophically "serious" On Natlm' may he is not an espe

cially urgent one. But I will pause to notc that rcprcsentative arguments on the two 

sides just point the beam of the same searchlight in slightly different dircctions. Dodds 

(Plato, 1959), for instancc, on the nay side, took time out of his commentary on Plato's 

Gorgias to sneer at any philosophical reading of 011 Nalwp, dismissing it as a knee-slapper 

sel'\'Cd up by someone of "dazzling insincerity" (p. H). None of it can be taken seriously. 

But on the yea side, the only difference is that howcvcr serious the (lI{;IlIllf/!1 might be, 

Corgias isn't, at least illsor~tr as endorsing daill1S a and .p is cOllcerned. Guthrie (197'). 
who is most responsihle fi)l' the view that Oil Nalnn' is a powerful, philosophically respect

able argll111cnt, regards these two propositions and their surrounding reasoning as a 

rt'dllctio ad almmlulII-effct'ti""ly, a logical joke, a parody of bad reasoning-directed 

against I'armcnidcs and the Eleatics. Dodds and Guthrie differ only in whether the (()1IS{!

qllf'UCfS of the joke arc seriolls, not on whether Gorgias genuinely advocated the position 

that nothing exists, anrl ifit did, so what; we couldn't know it. Vven the £'ew scholars who 

don't sec anything absurd here (Enos [1993, pp. HI-H~\J is the clearest recent example, 

who also provides a tid)' summary of the critical dehate: see also Kcrkrd ['9HI, 92-

99]), simply proceed by mitigating the ol"'ious ahslll'dit), (ill t':nos's caSt·, by arguing 

lhat, surc, dairns a and 13 arc crazy 011 the f~lC(, of it, hut they'\'e heen mislltlderstood; 
really, Gorgias was just talking about relativism, not existence and the possihilit y of per

ception). In effect, this is Illy line as wcll (and J(erferd's), although I am hypassing their 

careful philological focus on claims a and 13 and concentrating on claim V. And, in any 

case, I havc itl\'oked these utten1l1cesjust to exploit them, not to investigate the1l1 respon

sibly. 

6. More strictly, in Gorgias's argument, this claim is really two, VI and V2
, the former that 

there is no speech (or, perhaps, no representational speech), thc Iauer that (cven if 

there is spcech) it cannot "manifest Illost of the existing things" (;lrI'lf'nllsVII H:,). Claim 

V I is sultiect to thc same paradoxical corrosion as claims a and 13. and I will cOl1Se
quently ignorc it. 

7. This is Booth's (197"b) point in Model'll Dogma, about nihilistic or absurdist art, which 

necessarily implicates a desire to communicate something to someonc, so that "the inter

nal claim that all life is meaninglcss ... [must always he] sel£~contradictory in any real

ized work of art" (p. 178). 
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8. Zhao's (1991) article (which has not dated bccause the positions have developed no 

further) offcrs a vcry nice summary of the rhetoric-as-epistemic debates in the wake 

of Scott (1967). He idcntificd a weak version of the position (that knowledgc is found 

in all sorts of ways, and rhetoric helps winnow out errors via the clash of opinion) and 

a strong version (thal knowledge is created hy discourse). The strong version, fur-
ther, rOBles ill two slIb-versions, the restricted strong claim (that the rhetorical crea

tion of knowledge only occurs in a specific domain, namely. "human affairs") and the 

nonrestricted strong claim (that the rhctorical creation of knowledge applies in all 

domains-in particular, as thc most hard-nosed casc, in science). Zhao charted out the 

various players effectively, but he wcnt. somewhat astray on the person he held most 

responsible for thc nonrestricted strong claim, Barry Brummctt. III missing the mark 

011 Brulllmett, he missed the mark on the nonrestricted strong claim. Here, first, is an 

extended passage Zhao (1991) quoted from Brummett (1976): 
When peoplc seck illtcrsuhjective truth by comparing their mcanings the), are 

involved in rhetoric; for some Illeanings will be advocated and sOllle scorned, sOllle 

chosen and some abandoned ... ; only in an intersllhjcctive world created by rhetori

cal heings could rhetoric be ('('ntra!. But more than that: a world view in which truth 

is agrecnwlll lllllst have rhetoric at its heart. for agrccillent is gained in no other way. 

(p. 5; Zhao's elision, '9~)1, p. 2:,H) 
This passagc is worth including in its own right, but it is here also so that I can attend 

to Zhao's (1991) gloss of it: "The eagerness to avoid self-contradiction has led Brummett 

to sheer absll1'dity: the purge of objective reality" (p. 258). But Brummell, as I read him, 

was not guilly of purging realit y. ol~j('ctiv(' or otherwise. He was nOllnaking an ontologi
cal claim. Rather, he purgcd objcctivity, was agnostic about any ultimate out-thcrc, and 

claimed that what we dcsignate by the word rrality is an intersubjcctivc, rhetorically mcdi

aled product. I take up Zhao herc, rather than the helter-known survey of these posi

tions h)' LefT (197H), hecause LefT's account came relatively early in the debatc, hut 

Zhao's nonrcstricted strong version is efkctively LeWs (197H) (at the time "incipient") 

strain iv, "rhetoric as knowledge" (p. 52f'£'). 

9. The mid-1970 argumcnts f()r rhetoric of science inclndc Wander (1~176), Finnocchiaro 

(1977), Overington (t~l77), and Weimer (1977). For a usefully trim history or sociology 

of scientific knowledge, sce Potter (1~)9(;, 25-~\3). For "Iitcrar), critics," I am thinking pri

marily of William Powell.Jones ( 19(;G), whose hook on eightecnth-cenwry poctry is aetll

ally entitled nit, 11"1'101';1' oj'Sl'irnl'r. For rcpresentative historians, sec the Benjamin, Can

tor, and (:hrist ie (1~)H7) collection. I~H' representative philosophers, see the ['era and 

Shea (1992) collection. For a rcccnt hook on social constrllctivism, sec Hacking (1999)· 

For other work breezed by in the preceding stretch, procced directly to the rc£'ercnccs. 

Much ol'this section is a highly compressed version of my introduction to the Lrulfllllmh 
Fssflys volume on rhetoric 01' science. See it I()I' amplitllde and I'urther citations (I-Iarris, 

19\17)· 

10. I am commandeering Gross's (199ob) useful distinction (I" 52) between rhetoric as a 

disciplinc (the sul~jc~t 01' this essay) and a perspecti\'c, the way in which rhetoric (more 

or less) participates in sevcral other disciplines generally, and in thc rhetorical tllrn in 

science studies spl'cifical1y. 

II. Thesc aversions arc expressed by the editors as a way of repudiating the implications of 

a rhetoric-as-epistemic position. However, not all the essays contained within it (espe

cially those hy Pinch [1995], Camphell r 1995), and Lyne [1995]) are equally uneasy 

about rhetorical intersections wilh epistemology. 

12. The Krips-l\k(;uire-l.,felia position is partially aligncd with Gaonkar (as are earlier 
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papers by McGuire and Melia [1989, 1991, 1995]; see Gross [19911 in response). The 
preface to Krips, McGuire, and Melia's (1995) Scimce, Reasoll, and Rhetoric is largely 
motivated by the hegemonic-rhetoric vexation that so possessed Gaon kar, and Gaonkar 

('997a) e ndorsed their recurrc nt suh-spccie-rhctoricac slogan (I" .Ir;). He also served 
up his assau lt on glohal rheto ric "as a tokcn of afrect ion" to Mel ia, his tcacher (p. 78). 

13. It a ll started innocently enough . Alan Gross andJohn Lyne organ ized a rhetoric-of

science session for thc t991 Speech Communicat ion Assoc iation conference. T he ses
sion was entitled "New Directions for thc Ni neties," a more prophet.ic t itle than anyone 

cou ld have guessed. Gaon kar's lengthy complaints, first voiccd in that session, preoccu

pied the decade. In 1993. a spccial numbe r o f thc SOllthan COllllll !lllimtioll jol.lrn{/lwas 

dcvotcd to his case aud several responses to ii , iucluding Ihose frolll so nl<" or Ihe 1i"",,I

ing fathers of rhetoric of scicnce-Gross (199:\). Campbell ('993), a ud Prelli (1l)<)3). as 
well as Michael Leff ('993), a n imporlant voice in the rhetoric-as-episte lll ic d ehates, and 

Ste\"e Fuller (1993) , the leading proponenl of soc ial e pistemology. In 1997 ca llie the 

book Rhetorical Hammel/tics, again showcasing Gaonkar 's essay, a long with bcefed-up "er
sions of most of the SOllthem COllllIZunication responses (o nl y Prelli opted out, saying the 
debate was pointless and steril e) and additional responses from o thcr prominen t riy;

ures in rhetoric ofsc icnce (Dierdre McCloskcy [1 9971 and Carolyn Mi ll er [' 9<)7 ]) , from 

add itional prominent rhetoricians (Thomas Farrell [, 997 J and Charles Willard r '997]). 
and from addilional additionals-aill opped o ff hy a respnnse-Io-the-rcspondc nl s hy 

Gaonkar (1997b). In 1999, Hcrhcrt W. Simons, one of the fcw early rhetoric ians of sci
ence not to have spoken up yct, served up his answCl' to Gaonkar, Campbell ( ' 999) 
weighed in for a third time, Willard ('999) offered another cOlllmentaf),; Ihe n Ke ilh , 

Fu ll er, Gross, and Leff (1999) a ll came back (jo intly) at Simons. See also Allard (2000). 

Selzer (1998). Lambert (1998), and Campbell and Benson ('996). 

14. Well , there is this explanation: "Gaonkar is clearly good for our business," Campbel l 

( 1999) said in his rolc as the 1998 president of the American Assoc iation o f the Rheto
ric of Sciencc and Technology. "So little are Gaonkar 's chargcs agai nsl us belie\'ed, and 

so llsefu l are they in garnering us attention. that we boast of an im press ive array of new 

recruit s particularly among younger "\Cult y and graduate students" (p. 101). 

15. Of the respondents to Gaonkar, on ly j\.\CCloskey attended to, and righlly dismissed, 

the si omnia driving Gao nkar 's argument (1997 , p. 1()7ff). Silllons ( 1999) appeared to 

endorse th is dismissal (1'1' . 86-87) bU I was discomfiled by her rather florid tone ('9<)9. 
p. 97n I). The ax head of Gaonkar's arg\lmelll is si olllllia, IIlIila, a nd that is Ihe o nl y argu
Inenl l w ill take up in any detail here. But other weaknesses ill hi s case arc worth not ing 

briefl y. He followed a course plotted for him a few ),ears ea rl ier by Carol)'n Miller ( ,<)89, 

p. 1(2) ofargll ing against allY "expansion" ofrh('tor ic h('cause "rh(,tor ic is;1 partin,-

la r thcory of d iscou rse_ with particu lar hi stori ca l rcsourccs, [and so 1 the tertiI is bcsl 

reserved for uses entirely consistcnt wit h thaI hi story." Bnt Caonkar's producl ion iSi 
prcrn ises. for instance. rested all an ext re mely superfici al alld select ivel y allc llualcd hi s

tory, a history that not on ly ignores the sophistic orig in s of rhetori ca l theory hill a lso a 

wide number of clCllle nt s of th e productio nisl tradition it self (for instance, imitation, 

wh ich is predicated on critical eXClm ination), rv[oreovcr, til e medicval and Re naissance 

rhetorical treatises-the per iod in wh ich rhetoric bccame preoccupied wi lh aesthet ic 
matters-were far from simplc productionist handbooks. T hey were eq nally abollt l he 
criti cal apprec iation o f di scourse. With the eight eenth and nineteenlh centuri es, largely 

kicked off by the bell etristic moveme nt, rhctoric moved furth er inlo acsthel ic apprccia
tion; indeed. the histor y of litcrary cri licism is incxtricably bound 10 thc histor y of rheto
ric, from Aristotle 's Po~ti(s 011 , and literary critici sm is fundamenta ll y inl crprc li vc, i'vlore 

tellingl)', all productionist vocabulari cs necessarily contain the seeds of cr iticism. When 
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one analyzes a building, one uscs the language of archit ecturc. When one seeks to under

stand a bridge, one uses the language of cnginee ring, Specifically of hermeneutics, 
Schleiermacher (1978) said. early in the ninetecnth cenlury, "The unity of hermeneutics 
and rhetoric results from Ihe facl thai cvery act of understanding is the obverse of an act 

of discourse" (I" 4)· (Sce Leff [ '997 J. Campbell ['997], and Miller [19971 for these 
and furt hcr problems with thc prodllct iollist/in tcrpret ivist divide; see Eden [19971 for a 
more ge neral and detailed discussion of the links between hermeneutics and the ancient 

rhetorical tradition .) Even with in hi s superfic ial hi story, Gaonkar willfully igno red many 
of the driving forces of productioni st rhcloric. Figuration, for instance, gets no mention 

at all, and ('ve n Ar istotle acknowledged the reason-shaping natme of ligures li kc meta
phor, C(,IlIT~, too , ,liT ~p<lr('d COI1I1II('I1t. Fo rc ll s ic IIH'toric, in p tH,tintl"r, is a rheloric of 

d ehale and exchange , of advocac), andjlldglllenl, a lld , as lIIany have noted, is exactly 
suil ed to tl](' sc ientilic lII arketplace of ideas. In add ition , rhetoric as practiced by rhetori

cians of sc ience and rhetorica l critics genera lly is not an isolaled Aristotelian dee r park. 

Nor should il be. Our vOGlbulary has bcen augmentcd not only by scholars li ke Richards 
and Burke and Perelman but also by Ncitzche, and Vico, and Suassure, and Bakhtin , and 

Gadamer. Merely bccausc we arc hislO ri cally all ied to a specific ancient "ocabulary does 

not lIlean that our cars arc closed to other scholars of figuration and argumen t and 
influence and language. Even if Gaonkar could successfully indict the rhetorica l lexicon 

fi)r heing narrow, hi stor ically and Iheorelically impoverished-and I think even he re he 

fails-the strongest conclusio n hc is warran ted to draw is thaI the vocabnlary requires 

cn richment. (Sec Gross's ['9971 cssay and Simons's ['9991 review for more of this 

response .) 

16. The implication (contrad icled by other sections of the Rhetoric) is that rhetoric and 

dial ectic have no purchase o n expert discourses, (I d iscuss briefl), in my introduction 

[PI" xi ii -xv1 to the Landmm* Essays [19971 011 rhetoric of sc ience the exten t to which 
th is apparcnt prohibit ion hindered the Amer ican nco-Aristotelian rhctoricians from the 

rhelor ica l criticism of sc ience.) And, of course, his policy statements drew a rat her tight 

generic circle aronnd rhetoric (forlllal discourses or the courts, assembl ies, and ceremo

nies). 

17. l lerc's the relevanl pass"g(': 
Bul Ihere arc also those sp('cia l1.ines of ;\ rgI Jln('nt which are hased on such proposi

tions as appl}' o nl ), to particnlar gronps or classes or things. T hus, there arc proposi
t io ns about natnral sc ience on which it is impossible 10 base an)' e nthymeme or syllo

gism about eth ics, and other propositiolls abollt ethics on which nothing can be based 

ahout na llll'a l sc ience. T he same principle appli !"s Ihroughout. The gencral Lincs of 

Argullle n t have 110 specia l su1ti<TI-lIla tl cr, ancllhercforc will not increase Ollr under

standing of any particn lar class of things. O n the other hand, the better the select ion 
one makes of proposi lions suitable for spccial Lines of Argument, Ihe nearer one 
CO llies, onconsciollsl),. 10 scttir'g lip a science that is distinct from dialectic and rheto

ric O ne may succeed in sta ting the required principles, but one's science will be no 

longer dialecti c o r rhelor ic, bUI the sc ienre to which the pr inciples thus d iscovered 
helong. Most e nthYl11emes arc in f;]ct hase<lnpon Ihese parlicular or special Lines of 

Arg umenl ; compar"ti vcly few o n the common or genera l kind." (llhetOl'ir, 13r;8a) 

18. Sec, for instance, Ticge ( ' 9~)8). 

19. See (litera lly) 11" A tolilie Caji (Loader, Raffert)', & RalTerly, '982). A companion 
book is ava ilable (Raffert)', Loader, & Rafferty, 1982) , and the first director has a 
Wcb sil e o n the movie-http://www.puhli rsheltcr.com/ main / lac.html; see also 

hllp :/ / conclrad.com/ atom ic_cale. hlllli. 
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20. The oblique relation I have in mind is the situation in which a critic might point to some 
symbolic act and say, "Lo, rhetoric," before going to work investigating it fi'olll that per
spective; then some half-altenth'c onlooker might extrapolate to "Lo, only rhetoric" to 
the belief that the symbolic act has no other features beside the rhetorical. A move 
in that direction docs lead to pleonasm, but the move is a non sequitur: Saying, f,)r 

instance, that all languages have words docs not mean t hat is all they h'l\"c, that they 

don't also have (moving lower) phonemes and morphenl('s or (moving higher) sen

tences and speech acts. 

21. Incidentally, si omnia is regularly associated with postmodernism, usually in an cffort 10 

scold it. The passage quoted from Porter (J993) is in an essay on striking the right post

modern balance in rhetorical theory, and even as astute a thinker as Philip Kitcher 

(J995) can lazily invoke these demons: "The post-modernist, for whom rhetoric is every
thing, docs not see the cognitive slructure of scientiflc debates" (p. G,). Notice, first, 

that the relative clause is nonrestrictive: Rhetoric-as-everything is definitional of "the 

post-modernist." Notice, second, that if, sal', the poslmodernist had a cognitive theory of 
rhetoric, he or she would not he forced thereby to miss the structure of debates, ami 

e\'en if he or she did, nothing in a capacious rhetoric would obligc him or her to miss 
the cognitive structure, and even ir he or she did, the investigation would 110t foreclose 

the possibility of Kitcher coming along and seeing the cognitive struclure without ever 
troubling hilllselfabout the pOSlmodernist's disposilions. And notice, third, that raglli
tive suffers frotn as llHlCh elephantiasis of reference these clays as rlil'lorir ever has. 

22. One can't be sure, but it looks as if Kennedy ('!l9R) had "'go II in mind when he off<Ted 
his own very clelllental definition of rhetoric as "a form of mental or emotional energy" 

(pp. 3, 7): He introduced the whole discussion of the essence of rhetoric with Aristotle's 

definition as a way of pointing outwards from a productivist treatmen!. 

23. Gaonkar (1997a), in fact, inwJked Plato's assault in Gorgias on the following page 

(p. 27). Noteworthy, too, is Keith, Fullc,~ Gross, and Leff's ('999) response to Simons's 

(J999) response to Gaonkar on the nature of rhetoric. "Concept nally, " they wrote, "we 
afC haunted by Gorgias," WhOlll they wenl on to condemn for having "no good answer, 

only a grand aspiralion" to the qucstion of what the suhject mallcr of rhetoric mighl hc 

(p. 33J). The context makes it clear, though, that they were haunted not by (:orgias hut 
by the Platonic puppet "Gorgias." 

2,1. The G01gias is important etYlllologically as the first extant occurrence of the word rilflo

rir (rhfiorillii). a fact that some recent argulllents have used as the linchpin of thc position 

that rhetoric is an inescapably Platonic enterprise, that rhetorician., should all cut bait 
and lean, the fishing to philosophers. Such a position is akin to arguing thatJohn 

Mason Good invented menstruation because his usage of /)Priori in the relevant context 

was the first one the Oxford Ellglish Ditliollary could turn up, but it gives a philological 
backbone to the {car and loathing that regularly surfaces in rhetoric ahout its philosophi

cal status. Sec especially Cole (199!;), kin to Gaonkar, who dismissed the Sophists as 
engaging in "protorhctoric," and Burkean, Perlemanean. Ricouerean contemporary 

scholars as making a category error (he called what they do, "neorheloric"); and 

Schiappa (1991), who was more concerned to bring a fuller understanding to what Ihe 

Sophists were up to. Robert Warcly ('99G) disputed that Iinll'xlalll means I"':;I I' VI'/" and 
thrashed Cole on several other counts (p. JGlinR); Stephen Ilalliwell (J99-1) stated that 
the context of Plato's usage indicates "unamhiguously that the word alrcady had sOllle 
currency" before the (;o)"giaJ (p. 224); and Richard Marhack"s (1999) 1'1010\ Dmllil of 
SO/1hiJII}, which investigates the historical contours of Plato's shadow on rhetoric, begins 

by critically examining Cole's and Schiappa's arguments (I" 5fT). The most pointed com
ment on the debate is Ramse), Eric Ramsey's (J999): "Whether Plato coined I he word 

rirl'lorie, what is striking is that he was the Iirstto attempt to make it disappear" (I'. 2.-17). 
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John Mason Good's (,R(i,/l f,tscinating Siudy of illtdir:illf, incidentally, maniksts the same 
attitude toward women that Plato evinced of Sophists; a castrated male, he wrote, "sinks 

down into the female character" (2.4J9). 

25. Gaonkar's posture is 10 percent lnild concern, 90 percent disinterested ctlriosily
bemuscd by attempts (like Vickers's, '9RR) to save rhetoric from itself and thoroughly 

cnlertained by the spcctarie of neosophists wantonly sowing their scrawny vocabulary in 

every port, hut wilh no particular sl<lke iu thc matter himself. But the posture is not per

suasive. I Ie has a pn~ject: "to critically mcasure [the] hermeneutic resources and bur

dcns [of rhetoric], and thereby obviate its lapse into ideology" (J997b, p. 330). He 
wants to roll hack the borders of rhetoric. Science, of course, doesn', belong in its pnJ\'

ince, but science is only a synecdoche f'Jr Gaonkar. representing the vast universe of dis

course that is inherently unavailable to rhetoric; other discourse domains he doesn't 
name, though intimatiolls ahound that everything outside "the civic realm" is suspect 

(J997a, p. 26). And, even here, he wants to repeal an)' interpretative or critical func
tion. Which. of course, returns us to Plato: Rhetoric as a procedure for tarting up argu

mcnts provides 110 tools far understanding. As if to remove all doubt as to whose project 

he is pursuing. Gaonkar (1997:1) asked, "Is rhetoric an art or a l11crc routine as Plato 

insisted?" (p. 27). He was co)' about the answer on this occasion, though the slouch 

of his argulllent is tll1lllistakahly UnVanlll)('IT routinc. In any case, an answer here is 

,ulIl('cessary: Another prosccution. a few years earlier (Gaonkar, '990) (against rhetoric 
of inquiry and epistemic pretensions generally), contained Gaonkar's response: "Rheto

ric cannol ('s<"<'pe its 'm('l"encss'" (p. ,\-I')' In respollding to Simons's ('999) ohjections 
to Caonkar's .Ii (/1I111ia arguntent, Keith, Fuller. Gross, ami Leff (19!J!J) dust their hands of 

those ohjections with "hc'sillst missed the point" (I'. 3')' The qllestion is not, they say, 
whether rhetoric shollid go global (they conceded it has; Gaonkar complained it has) 

bllt whether going global is good or bad-well, sort of. Gaonkar was notjllst posing a 

question or politely calling IIpon liS to pose it, he was giving liS the answer: It's bad (ilk

git imatc, wrong, a hig festering error). 

2G. In truth, Bnullmett ('9!Jo) gave passing notice to Ihis as well. He labeled rhetoric of sci

emT on(' of the "descendan,s" (along wilh the thcory of argulllent) of the rhetoric-as

epistcllIic mO\'Cntenl. That's a little strong, given the work of Camphell, for instancc, 

which began bd'"T milch of th(' epistemic brollhaha, and the relative pallcity of cita

tjons to Scott or ot her work of t he movement in the rhetoric of science papers. But it 

docs not seem coincidental that case stlldies began to mllshroom precisely at the apex of 

Ihe debate. Sec Lynt' ('9!JR) {()t. a 1I10re recent accollnt of the rhetoric of science and 

rhetoric as epistl'lllic linkages, and the special isslie of Argumentation ([ud AdllO(({(Y 
(:\!i. J), in which Lyne's paper appeared f,)r interesting recent cOll1mentaries on the line 

of inquiry Scott ('9(i7) opened "I'. 

27. E\'cnJean Dietz l\loss ('99:\)-the only scholar ofconseqllence I can think of in the 
orthogonal category-incillded an afterward of sorts to her important book Novdlil's in 
Iii,' /f('(l1lfllS, which tcpidly and confllsedly discussed epistelllology and the "depth" of 

rhetoric in science. She scented to throw her lot reluclantly in with Ihe is-to, hllt-only-a

bit crowd. 

2R. I have, as stated earlier, II1l1ch less confidence than many cOll1mentators in ascribing 
specific beliefs to Corgias on the evidence of sllch mercurial fragments, bllt he is gener

ally regarded as thorollghly rdativist as it is possihle to be (e.g., Enos, 199,\. p. 77)· 

29. "Indeed," as W. II. NeWlOn-Smith ('!JR,) remarked, one of the sturdiest results of induc

tion is "a pessimistic induction: any theory will he discovered to be Elise within, say, 200 

years of Iwing propoundect'· (I" "I)· 

30. It is worth noting thaI. like Corgias. C:(idel rdied on the power of paradox [or his 
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anti-certitude argument. In Hofstadter's (1979) useful analogy (p. 21), Codel found in 

mathematics the unavoidable existence of objects akin to these two contiguous sen
tences: 

I. The following sentence is f'llse. 
2. The preceding sentence is true. 
Sentences 1 and 2 arc clear. Their deixis is unimpeachable. There's nothing wrong 

with them. They are just incommensurable. They blow up when they're pointed at each 

other. The expressive power of language generates the paradox. Symbols arc chessmen, 
thinkers like de Saussure and Willgenstein have told us: "They stand for what can be 
done to them according to known rules, and the rules which govern the usc of mathe
matical symbols arc more strict than those which govern the usc of words" ('11(1. in 

Oakesholl, 1962, p. 216). Hence, there was optimism, even faith, that mathematics 

would save the day and ground certainty. What Codel showed was that even in the 
severely constrained expressiveness of mathematics, such absurdities arc inescapable, 

and certainty is left groundless. Bickerton (1990) explained such paradoxes in the fol

lowingway: 

The absurdities that flare up when sentences of this sort come into contact do not 
arise from either sentence in isolation, still less frolll sOllle logical flaw at the heart of 

the universe. [They arise] because of the peculiar doubleness of language 011 which 

the duality of consciousness rests: Ihe capacity to perform an act (in this case, make a 

proposition) and simultaneously comment on that act. Each sentence is a comment 
on a proposition, but comments on propositions arc themselves propositions. (p. 2(9) 

Russel!'s paradox revealed exactly this kind of doubleness in set theory; Gode!'s Iheo-

rem formally demonstrated that no mathematical system can be rid of this doubleness. 

31. James (1981), of course, did not haye figures in mind here. lie is describing more 
general patterns of conceptual allegiance, which he often called "terms of discourse" 

(p. 84) but which rhetoricians recognize as topoi. There are ways of treating topoi and 

figuration that sec them of a piece. For instance, metaphor, the figure, and cOlllparison, 
the topos, are clearly very closely linked; as arc antithesis, the figure, and conlrast, the 

topos; synecdoche and parts-to-whole. (Sec Fahnestock [1999, pp. 23-36] for a survey of 
such treatments.) My own money would be on a unification of many figures and topoi in 
deeper principles of the mind-solllci hing like Bain's (lfll;R) elelllentary attrihules of 

illlellect, which he enumerated as "(I) Consciousness of Dif/rlmer, (2) ConsciouSIIess 

of Agreement, and (3) Retentiveness," adding that "every properly intellectual function 
involves one or more of these attributes and nothing else" (p. 82). I'm not as sure as 

Bain that this is an exhaustive list; the notion of predication needs to he worked in as 

a primitive concept, I think, and perhaps a notion of constituency, and repetition is 

uucrly inescapable (though it might be entailed by 3). But even sticking with Bain's 
three (indeed. two; retenti\'eness seems a capacity not an allribute), one can account f()r 

a good many of the more effective topoi and figures. I'm not going to pursue this line 
any further in this essay, however. 

32. Of course, these conditions for subtraction and division arc suspended for the special 
cases where Tn = n. 

33. The poached examples, and her brilliant treatments of them, arc from the "Rhetorical 

Figures" chapter on antimetabole (Fahnestock, 1999, pp. 122-55): Lewontin (pp. 154-
55), Euclid (pp. 135-36), Pasteur (pp. 139-40), Newton (pp. Lj2-.tl), connnunicative 
laws for addition and multiplication (p. 134). 

34. In fact, Hemingway seems to have been rather fond of anti metabole, coining his own 

term for it. He summed up the argument of 171t Old Man and the Sea to A. E. Hotchner 
(1966) as "Man can be destroyed but not defeated," which he said was one half of "the 
oldest double dicllo I know." 
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"What's a double dicho?" I asked. 

"It's a saying that makes a statement {orward or backward" (p. 73; see also pp. 184 
and 229). Indeed, Max Niinny (1997) argued that chiasmus is a deeply architectural 
instrulllent in Hemingway's fiction, "both on the narrative and sllbnarrative level" 

(P·158). 

3!i. These lyrics arc from "Don't Go No Farther," written by Willie Dixon, who liked to 

emphasize the reciprocal necessity of romance with antimetaboles; a more famolls one 
is ''I'm ready for you / I hope )'oll're ready for me" (''I'm ready"), which Muddy Waters 

also recorded (Willie Dixon, so far as I know, recorded neither). One written by Muddy 
Waters is "I Live the Life I Love, and I Love the Life I Live" (cf. Waters, 1990). 

36. In f,!Ct, it's not confined to ollly the syntactic level. Metathesis, a cOlllmon phonological 

phenomenon in historical change and language aC'luisition, involves it sound swap that 
leaves the new term and the old term in an anlimctabolic relation: H'tzsjJ, for instance, 

comes from the earlier form wa/ls; third comes from Ihridda; and ask comes ai<sian (and 

in some dialects, the consonants have metathesized back again, into aks). One introduc

tory linguist text even offers the following visual account of a Latin to Spanish metathe

sis (O'Grady & Dohrovolsky, 1996. p. 2R2): 

Iniranlllltll x 
1l1ilagro 

37. Haixia Wang has kindly provided Ille with the following gloss: 

Zhi Zh" 1"11. Irll/ ABC [) Knowing ones no words 
Ian Zhr I'll Zhi D' B C A' Talking ones no knowledge 

"The Irs and the C's arc completely identical in Chinese. A/A' and the D/D' differ 

only in parts of speech; this cannot he seen or heard since they arc alike both in form 
and in pronunciation/tone." Thne is. then, also sol11e kind of stable form but category

shift polyptoton at playas well, in rough parallel 10 an English example such as "When 

the going gets tough, the tough get going" (going is a gerund in the first clause, a pres

ent participle in Ihe second; to/lgh is a predicate adjective in the first clause. a nominal 

in Ihe secOlI<I). 

38. I call metonymy and synecdoche "a complex" to bring thelll together into the samc dis

cussion, sOll1ewhat arbitrarily privileging metonymy. As Corbett (197t) noticed, they 
"are so close 10 being the same trope that (:eorge Campbell ... wondered whether we 

should lIIake any great d'f(,rt to distinguish them" (p. "RI). The problem, of course, is 

I hat lIIeton),my is not one trope but a moderately loose cluster of them; in another of his 

complaints. Camphell (1~)G'I) mllilered that lIIetonymy has so many extensions that he 

wonders if it "can be called one species" (p. :~(3), proceeding to discuss those extensions 

as the "tribes of metonymics" (I" :;(7). Thc principlc uniting those tribes is the loose 

"substitution of one noun for another" ("lIolllillis jJl'o 1I0lllille jlositio 'J (Quintilian, 8.6.23; 
nominis/nomine here are nSlmlly translated as name, and llallU' features pronlincntly in 
most definitions or metonymy-which is nicely appropriate because name is a metonymy 
for 1/0/111, hut also 'luite misleading). The Ad llf1nl/liu/JI gives sevell substitutions, which 

became more or less canonical, but they might be multiplied almost indefinitely; see 
helow ~ome of the categories cognitive linguists draw attention to. There arc two general 

strategies to the commingling or metonymy and synecdoche. Either one is seen as a spe
cies of the other ("metonymy may be treatcd as a special application of synecdoche," 

wrote Burke [19-15, p. 50!)]), or the), are both seen as manifestations of the same linguis
tic move ("figures of substillltion," Perelman and Olbrcchts-Tyteca [1969, p. 336] called 
them, noting that "There lIIay well be hesitancy in interpreting the figure as a metonymy 
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rather than a synecdoche or vice versa"). This laller route is Campbell's (1963), and 

the metonymy/synecdoche overlap for him has a dist.inctly cognitive cast: They both f"l
low "the bent of the imagination" in the same direction, "bolh pointing to Ihal particu

lar wit.h which the subject spoken of is immedialely COIlJl('cted" (I" :l0~)' It is actually 

only some extensions of metonymy that have this overlap f,x Campbell. Synecdoche, 

given a somewhaltidier domain, is a subst.ituljon of the (noun naming a) parI for 

the (noun naming a) whole, and vice versa. Metonymy is a hoard of nOun-rOJ~noun sub

stitutions, under some informal constraint that the nouns be somehow rdated or llllltU

ally evocative; synecdoche is a pair of noun-for-noun substitutions, under the gener-

ally clearer constraint of a specific set-theoret.ic relationship. For my purposes, Ihe 

metonymy/synecdoche complex is a substitulion governed by calegory membership. 

39. Sec, in parlicula1; Ki;vccses and Raddcn's (199R) "Metonymy: Developing a cognitive lin

guistic view," which in turn was shaped by LakofT and Johnson's (lgRo) Metal,lum H't, 

LiVf By and Lakoff's (1987) HOlllfll, Pi/p, alld Dallgerolls Thillgs, and various publications 

by Ronald Langacker (especially 19R7, 1991), as well as the work of olher cognilive lill

guists. For good introductory discussions of metonYIllY from the vantage of cognitive lin

guistics, sec Ungerer amI Schmid (199(j). As a brief sample of this work, take the perva

sh'e conceptual metonymy CONTROLLER FOR TIlE CONTROLLED: 

1. Fred loaded six dump trucks by noon. 

2. Barney built his own hOllle. 

3. Wilma scorched the brontosaurus burger. 

4. Bam-Bam mowed the lawn. 

5. Betty printed her thesis on the new bubble jet. 

6. 1\11: Slate extracted olle million metric tons of granite last year. 

v\'e routinely say such things as "Bam-Bam mowed the lawn," even though, as Ogden 

and Richards (1949) pointed out, "\\'e know that it is the lawn-mower which actually 

docs the cutting" (I" 9); similarly, a heav), piece of equipmenl loads dump trucks, not 

indi\'iduals, which is why that piece of equipmellt is called a /o({dPJ; Barne), can build his 

own home without lifting a hammer or a chisel; barbecues, not 9R.G F humans, scorch 

meat; machines put ink on paper, not people who choose an oplion li'om a pull-down 

menu; fleets of equipment. and operators, extract tons of granile, not CEOs; Mr. Slate 

might have been in Bermuda when all the work was done. III short, there is a systematic 

metonymical structuring to our discourse that allows the name of the controller to stand 

for the name of the controlled. What's more, as has long been noted about metonymy, 

the relationship is reciprocal. Here are a few examples of the conceptual metonymy 

CONTROLLED FOR TilE CONTROLLER: 

7. The airports are on strike. 

R. That Chevy was driving recklessly. 

9. Carter's home run won the series. 

And a smattering of others: 

PART FOR "·HOL.E 

","OL.E FOR PART 

CATEGORY FOR ~IEMRl,R 

MEMBER FOR CATEGORY 

PRODUCER t'OR PRO()UCT 

PLACE FOR INSTITUTION 

CONTAINER FOR TIlE CONTAINED 

All hands on deck. 

Fill up Ihe car, will you please? 

She's on the pill. 

We're ott! of Kleenex. 

I've read a lot of Hemingway lately. 

The Vatican disapproves of divorce. 

Her chicken diablo is the best dish here. 

40. I confess that Booth introduced Ihi, phrase largely as a way 10 exclude irony (i·otn sci

ence; he's wrong, mostly, I think, because he knows scienl Hie discourse primarily by ils 

(mid-century) repulation, not by any sustained encounters with it. 

41. I go on about this at even greater Icnglh in Illy 1990 paper 'I\ssent, disselll, and rheloric 
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in science," Ihough I don't link it to irony in any way. For specific treatments of iroDY in 

science, sec the following: several of the essays in Undentanding Scientific Prose [Selzer, 

199:\1; the index will guide you 10 the scattered discllssions); Gross (1!l9ob, pp. G2-

Ii,,) on Walson alld Crick; I1alloran (1997, Pl" .12-43); and, especially, Myers (1990, 

PI'. 15"fTand ~Lf-38, pt passim). Irony has de\'e1oped into a term of some importance in 

sociology of scientific knowledge (which is the way Myers deployed it). See Potter (199G, 

1'1'.107,112-13) for a brief account and further sources. 

42. He overstaled Ihe case incredibly insof;lI' as he wanted his argument 10 be species 

specific, hUI Ihat only means that the 'pirit of negatioll runs deeper than he supposes. 

It's truc enough that when, say, a SCOlt! bee, call him Bce\ returns to the hive and 

dance, his triumphant dance of the neclar SOllrce, wigglillg his little butt to indicate 

amount, zooming- in tlnlillletaboIic circles to signal the distance and direction, no other 

little hee, no Bce
2

, disputes the claim, dancing out an argument that the hive can't spare 

stich a gathering party right no\\', the weather isn't propitious, and, in any case, Bcc"s 

credihilityon II1('se issues is son1('what questionahle. But just hecause they dOIl't dance 

them doesll't Illean Ihey're not there; bees more than likely have lots of negative calego

rizatioll (not-bee, not-nectar, not-from-my-hive, and the like). And one needs only sec a 

couple of dogs disputing between Ihem who is the toughest mutt in the junkrard to rec

ognize that disputing category membership is not exclusive to featherless bipeds. What 

makes us dislillct in the realm of negalion is very likely the ahilit)' 10 negate while super

ficiall), asserting: iron)'. 

43. The only one of these components he explicated directly is how oue might predict the 

belie(, of a "rational agent": "One starls with the ideal of per!ixt rationalilY and revises 

downward as circumstallces dictate. That is, one starts wilh the assumption that people 

believe all the implicaliollS of their belief., and believe no contradiclory pairs of belief.," 

(Dennett, 1997, p. G·I)· 

'1-'1. Plato Illay have had the opening of Corgias's !-klm in mind here, the lead epigram to 

this essa)', where Gorgias says that truth is to speech as beauty is to a body. 

'I!i. For Black's (1!l"R) all('giall(,(, 10 I'lalo, sec his "Plato's Vicw of Rhcloric." 

"Ili. 'H'l'Iler's (I!)!)H) lise of wgllitilll' d'l'tllrir (there is another, which I'll get to anon, and 

some related research) is high I)' consonant with my approach in this essar Figuration is 

per\';:u.;iyc and constitutive ill discourse for Turner, and his driving concerns arc how it 
leads to knowing and what it reveals about the structure of Ihe mind. The fact that his 

work grew out of the anal),sis of lilcrature, still the anchoring discourse for his interests, 

means he is c01lcerncd with a sOIlH'what more diffuse sense ol'what comprises knowing 
than Ihal geller.llly associated wilh sciewe. While he makes informed use of rhetorical 

Iheory ill nitical readings. it is rarely in applic;llion 10 rhetorical problems; his most 

thoroughly rhetorical ,tretch of comlllenlary in Rmdillg Minds, for instance, is a chapter 

entitled "The /'oetry of Argument." I am appreciative-indeed, inspired-by Turner's 

work, but I don 'l sec this essay as elaborating his program in any dear and direct way. 
Rather, it emulates his pioneering efforts in a difkrent domain. The label lognitive ,fir/a

rir is also associaled with the work of Linda Flower and her colleagues (espc~ially pS)'

chologistJohn Hayes). Neither Flower nor 'Ihrner demonstrates an\, awareness of Ihe 

other, so f;n' as I can detect, bUI Flower's program was the first to \~ear the label. It is 

allied most closely with acadenlic cOlnposilion instruction, developing onl of research in 
the 1970S Ihat shifted Ihe f,)Cus ofwritillg instructioll fi'om products to processes. Long 

.and Flower (1~)D{;) saw Ihe fundamcntal move or cognitive rheloric (in her sense) as "rec

ogllizing Ihal cogllitive processes do not ('xist in the abstract" and thallhe chief results 

constitllting a picture of "how writing is influcnced not only by thc structurc of the task 
hut also by the way indivirh",1 wrilers represenl the task to Ihelllselves, by sorial rules, by 

20( 
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the ongoing interaction of people involved, and hy the wider social and cullural milieu" 
(p, 108), Two other developments at the intersection of cognition and rhetoric call for 
some commentary in this regard. The first development is in the work of Michael Billig, 
a psychologist, as epitomized in the title of one of his hooks, Arguing and n,iniling 
(1987). Billig's (1993) view is that the two processes named in his title arc n'f1exes-
one external, social; the other internal, mental-of the- same human activity. Thinking is 
internal arguing; arguing is external cogitation. The hody of resources he used (,)r chart
ing and explaining these processes comes from the rhetorical tradition: "Rhe-toric, as the 
traditional study and practice of argument, provides an entry to, and understanding of. 
thinking" (I" 121). Billig, in effect, hrings rhetoric to psychology. The second develop
ment is in Richard Gregg's (1984) unfortunately ne-glected Symbolic [nd/l{'f/nenl and 
Knowing, which has the (antirnetabolic to Billig's) motivation of bringing psychology 10 

rhetoric. The phenomenally rapid developmenls in cognitive psychology especially, and 
cognitive science generally, over the last decade have dated Gregg's hook somewhat. But 
its drive to anchor suasion (symbolic inducement) in elemental brain functions, like 
rhythm, and boundary formation, and hierarchical structuring, remaills profoundly 
important. His perceptual and conce-ptual emphases make his work especially conducive 
to the cognitive dimensions of figuration. Neither Billig nor Greg, however, goes far 
enough for Illy purposes. Billig, in particular, docs not go much heyolld his thesis that 
talk is thought, thought is talk. He asserted th" critical importance of argumentation but 
regarded argumentation as "irreducible" (1993, p. 11) and was largely uninterested in 
bits and pieces of argumentation, the life's blood of rhetoric. And Gregg (191l.t), despite 
his fascinating incorporation ofneuro-cognitivc findings (pp. 25-55), similarly avoided 
the rhetorical bits and pieces. Both books arc also incredibly neglectful of figuration. 
Billig paid some slight (but significant) shrift to Burke's Master Tropes, Gregg not even 
that. In large part, this omission is probably an attempt to avoid the stigma of "mere 
rhetoric": 

The present intention is to promote an argumentative rhetoric, rather than a rhetoric 
of adornment, for it matters little whether tropes lIy forth from the open mouths of 
psychologists, or whether old-fashioned labels can be pllt 10 the tricks of the modern 
advertiser. (Billig, 1987, p. 34) 

The omission is especially egregious in Gregg, because many extrapolations from his 
work to figuration seem natural. He adopted a principle of association, for instance, 
that is a short step from metaphor, simile, the metonymy/synecdoche complex, and the 
like. His attention to rhythm ought to have led him naturally to the figures of balance 
and repetition (isocolon, assonance, consonance, and so on). His inclusion of the per
ceptual notion of edging suggests figllfes such as asyndeton and polysyndetoll, perhaps 
epistrophe-figures that do their work at the edges of clauses and phrases. Alas, he 
doesn't seem to care. 
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Rhetoric in Classrooms: 
Prospects for the Twenty-First Century 

GEORGE HILLOCKS, JR. 

9 

Why do we need to reconsider the role of rhetoric in classrooms of the 
future? At the present, many teachers see rhetoric as a kind of un differ
entiated theory that has to do with the stance of writers and the means 
they use to influence their audiences. They mention rhetorical devices, 
kinds of appeals, invention, and types of writing. The basic concepts of 
rhetoric are merely a set of tools or nostrums to be applied as needed. 

They use this knowledge of rhetoric to inform, perhaps even to orga
nize, their teaching of composition. For these teachers, rhetoric is uni

tary, and what to do is a settled question. Thought of in this way, rhetoric 

is at best a secondary or perhaps even a tertiary consideration in writing 
curriculum and instruction. 

Howevel~ rhetoric is not unitary and is not merely a set of tools. James 

A. Berlin (1982) argued that there are four different contemporary rhe
torical theories, each based on a different theory of epistemology and 

implying a di£ferent pedagogical theory. Although Berlin clearly expli
cated the epistemological dimensions of the four rhetorics, the peda
gogical dill1ensions, by and large, have not heen clearly explicated. In 
many respects, the pedagogical dimensions are more interesting and 
more demanding of our attention. If it is t!"tle that when we adopt a 
rhetoric we commit not only to some theory of knowledge but also to 

some theory of teaching, then writing teachers must ask themselves 
three questions: 

1. What arc the differences among the rhetorics? 
2. What do those differences entail for teaching? 

3. What difference do they make for students' learning? 

If rhetorical theory has implications for pedagogy, it is logical to ask 
what educational theories are relevant to the pr~ject of rhetoric in class

roOlllS. It is largely unrecognized that modern learning and teaching 
theories have important things to say to theories of rhetoric. This chap
ter will address each or these questions in turn. 
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